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Abstract—Recovery of the sparsity pattern (or support) of an
unknown sparse vector from a limited number of noisy linear
measurements is an important problem in compressed sensing.
In the high-dimensional setting, it is known that recovery with
a vanishing fraction of errors is impossible if the measurement
rate and the per-sample signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are finite
constants, independent of the vector length. In this paper, it
is shown that recovery with an arbitrarily small but constant
fraction of errors is, however, possible, and that in some cases
computationally simple estimators are near-optimal. Bounds on
the measurement rate needed to attain a desired fraction of errors
are given in terms of the SNR and various key parameters of the
unknown vector for several different recovery algorithms. The
tightness of the bounds, in a scaling sense, as a function of the
SNR and the fraction of errors, is established by comparison with
existing information-theoretic necessary bounds. Near optimality
is shown for a wide variety of practically motivated signal models.
Index Terms—Compressed sensing, message passing algo-
rithms, model selection, random matrix theory, sparsity, support
recovery.
I. INTRODUCTION
SUPPOSE that a vector x of length n is known to havea small number k of nonzero entries, but the values and
locations of the nonzero entries are unknown and must be
estimated from a set of m noisy linear projections (or samples)
given by the vector
y = Ax+w (1)
where A is a known m × n measurement matrix and w is
additive white Gaussian noise. The problem of sparsity pattern
recovery is to determine which entries in x are nonzero. This
problem, which is known variously throughout the literature
as support recovery or model selection, has applications in
compressed sensing [1]–[3], sparse approximation [4], signal
denoising [5], subset selection in regression [6], and structure
estimation in graphical models [7].
A great deal of previous work [7]–[16], has focused on
necessary and sufficient conditions for exact recovery of the
sparsity pattern. By contrast, this paper studies the tradeoff
between the number of samples m and the number of detection
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errors. We focus on the high-dimensional setting where the
sparsity rate (i.e. the fraction of nonzero entries) and the
per-sample signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are finite constants,
independent of the vector length n. Our results are bounds
on the sampling rate ρ = m/n needed to attain a desired
detection error rate D for several different recovery algorithms.
These bounds are given explicitly in terms of the sparsity rate,
the SNR, and various key properties of the unknown vector.
Complementary information theoretic lower bounds are given
in the companion paper [17]. An illustration of the bounds is
given in Fig. 1.
A. Overview of Main Contributions
We study the high-dimensional setting where the measure-
ment matrix A is generated randomly and independently of
the vector x and the measurements are corrupted by additive
white Gaussian noise. Three main contributions of the paper
are the following:
1) Fundamental Limits: We derive an upper bound on the
sampling rate needed using maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation. While previous work has focused on exact
recovery [7]–[12] or the scaling behavior for approximate
recovery [13], our work gives an explicit bound on the
tradeoff between the sampling rate and the fraction of
detection errors. In conjunction with the information-
theoretic lower bounds in [17], this bound provides a
sharp characterization between what can and cannot be
recovered in the presence of noise. This characterization
is rigorous and thus validates recent predictions made
using the powerful but heuristic replica method from
statistical physics [18]–[23].
2) Computationally Efficient Algorithms: In addition to our
analysis of the fundamental limits, we also derive match-
ing upper and lower bounds on the sampling rate corre-
sponding to three computationally efficient estimators: the
matched filter (MF), the linear minimum mean-squared
error (LMMSE) estimator, and an iterative recovery al-
gorithm known as approximate message passing (AMP)
[24]–[27]. By comparison with our fundamental bounds,
we show that these estimators are near-optimal in some
parameter regimes, but highly suboptimal in others.
3) Universality: It is shown that a fixed recovery algorithm
can be universally near optimal over a large class of
practically motivated signal models.
Beyond these results, our framework also permits us to
prove some further insights. For instance, we show that the
low-distortion behavior depends primarily on the relative size
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Fig. 1. Bounds on the achievable sampling rate ρ as a function of the SNR for various recovery algorithms when the desired sparsity pattern detection error
rate is D = 0.05 (95% accuracy), the sparsity rate is κ = 10−4, and the measurement matrices have i.i.d. Gaussian entries. In the left panel, the nonzero
entries are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian. In the right panel, the nonzero entries are lower bounded in squared magnitude by 20% of their average power but are
otherwise arbitrary. The achievable bounds are given in this paper. The necessary bound is given in [17]
of the smallest nonzero entries whereas the high SNR behavior
depends primarily on the computational power of the recovery
algorithm and the complexity of the underlying signal class,
and we precisely characterize this dependence. Also, we show
that the sampling rate-distortion function is a convex function
and that, in certain settings, i.i.d. measurement matrices are
asymptotically strictly suboptimal.
B. Relation to Previous Work
A great deal of previous work has focused on the approx-
imation of sparse vectors with respect to mean squared error
(MSE) [1]–[3], [5], [28]–[37]. Two particularly relevant results
from this literature are [33] and [32] which show that the
vector x can be approximated with MSE inversely proportional
to the SNR using m = O(k log(n/k)) samples and a quadratic
program known as Basis Pursuit [5]. With a few additional
assumptions on the magnitude of the smallest nonzero entries
in x, these bounds on the MSE can be translated into bounds
on the detection error rate. However, the resulting bounds
correspond to adversarial noise and are thus loose in general
(see [38]).
Another line of previous work has focused directly on
the problem of exact sparsity pattern recovery [7]–[12]. It is
now well understood that m = Θ(k logn) samples are both
necessary and sufficient for exact recovery when the SNR is
finite and there exists a fixed lower bound on the magnitude
of the smallest nonzero elements [10]–[12]. In contrast to the
scaling required for bounded MSE, this scaling says that the
ratio m/k must grow without bound as the vector length n
becomes large. As a consequence, exact recovery is impossible
in the setting considered in this paper, when the sparsity rate,
sampling rate, and SNR are finite constants, independent of
the vector length n.
The fundamental limits of sparsity pattern recovery with a
nonzero detection error rate have also been investigated. For
the special case where the values of the nonzero entries are
identical and known (throughout the system), Aeron et al. [14,
Theorem V-2] showed that m = C · k log(n/k) samples are
necessary and sufficient for an ML decoder where the constant
C is bounded explicitly in terms of the SNR and the desired
detection error rate. In the general setting where the nonzero
values are unknown, Akcakaya and Tarokh [13] showed that
m = C · k log(n/k) samples are necessary and sufficient for
a joint typicality recovery algorithm where the constant C is
finite, but otherwise unspecified. (In [38], it is shown that this
same result is implied directly by the previous work of Cande`s
et al. [33].) An important difference between these previous
results and the current paper is that we give an explicit and
relatively tight characterization of the constant C for a broad
class of signal models.
Our analysis of linear estimation is related to work by
Verdu´ and Shamai [39] and Tse and Hanly [40] on linear
multiuser detectors. Our analysis of AMP relies heavily on
recent results by Donoho et al. [24], [25] and Bayati and
Montanari [26] which characterize the limiting distribution
of the AMP estimate under the assumption of i.i.d. Gaussian
matrices. For an overview of related work and a generalization
of the algorithm, see [41]. We note that similar results for
message passing algorithms have also been shown under the
assumption of sparse measurement matrices with locally tree-
like properties [23], [42], [43].
Finally, the bounds in the paper are compared to predictions
made by the replica method from statistical physics. This
is a powerful but nonrigorous heuristic that has been used
previously in the context of multi-user detection [18]–[21],
and more recently in compressed sensing [22], [23].
C. Notation
When possible, we use the following conventions: a random
variable X is denoted using uppercase and its realization x
is denoted using lowercase; a random vector V is denoted
using boldface uppercase and its realization v is denoted using
3boldface lowercase; and random a matrix M is denoted using
boldface uppercase and its realization M is denoted using
uppercase. We use [n] to denote the set {1, 2, · · · , n}. For
a collection of vectors v1,v2, · · · ,vL ∈ Rn, the empirical
joint distribution of the entries in {vi}i∈[L] is the probability
measure on RL that puts point mass 1/n at each of the n points
(v1,i, v2,i, · · · , vL,i). All logarithms are taken with respect to
the natural base. Unspecified constants are denoted by C and
are assumed to be positive and finite.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let x ∈ Rn be a fixed but unknown vector and consider the
noisy linear observation model given by
Y = Ax+
1√
snr
W (2)
where A is a random m × n matrix, snr ∈ (0,∞) is a fixed
scalar, and W ∼ N (0, Im×m) is additive white Gaussian
noise. Note that if E[‖Ax‖2] = m, then snr corresponds to
the per-sample signal-to-noise ratio of the problem.
The problem studied in this paper is recovery of the sparsity
pattern S∗ of x which is given by
S∗ = {i ∈ [n] : xi 6= 0}. (3)
We assume throughout that a recovery algorithm is given the
vector Y, the matrix A, and a parameter κ corresponding to
the fraction of nonzero entries in x. The algorithm then returns
an estimate Sˆ of size ⌈κn⌉. In some cases, additional prior
information about the nonzero entries of x is also available.
We use ALG to denote a generic recovery algorithm.
A. Distortion Measure
To assess the quality of an estimate Sˆ it is important to note
that there are two types of errors. A missed detection occurs
when an element in S∗ is omitted from the estimate Sˆ. The
missed detection rate is given by
MDR(S∗, Sˆ) =
1
|S∗|
n∑
i=1
1(i ∈ S∗, i /∈ Sˆ). (4)
Conversely, a false alarm occurs when an element not present
in S∗ is included in Sˆ. The false alarm rate is given by
FAR(S∗, Sˆ) =
1
|Sˆ|
n∑
i=1
1(i /∈ S∗, i ∈ Sˆ). (5)
In general, various tradeoffs between the two errors types
can be considered. In this paper, however, we focus exclusively
the distortion measure d : S∗ × Sˆ 7→ [0, 1] given by
d(S∗, Sˆ) = max
(
MDR(S∗, Sˆ), FAR(S∗, Sˆ)
)
. (6)
This distortion measure is a metric on subsets of [n].
For any distortion D ∈ [0, 1] and recovery algorithm ALG
we define the error probability
ε(ALG)n (D) = Pr[d(S
∗, Sˆ) > D] (7)
where the probability is taken with respect to the distribution
on the matrix A, the noise W and any additional randomness
used by the recovery algorithm.
B. Signal and Measurement Models
In this paper, we analyze a sequence of recovery problems
{x(n),A(n),W(n)}n≥1 indexed by the vector length n.
Signal Assumptions: We consider a subset of the following
assumptions on the sequence of vectors x(n) ∈ Rn.
S1 Linear Sparsity: The number of nonzero values k(n) in
each vector x(n) obeys
lim
n→∞
k(n)/n = κ (8)
for some sparsity rate κ ∈ (0, 1/2).
S2 Convergence in Distribution: The empirical distribution
of the entries in x(n) converges weakly to the distribution
pX of a real-valued random variable X with E[X2] = 1
and Pr[X 6= 0] = κ, i.e.
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
1(xi(n) ≤ x) = Pr[X ≤ x] (9)
for all x such that pX({x}) = 0.
S3 Average Power Constraint: The empirical second mo-
ments of the entries in x(n) converge to one, i.e.
lim
n→∞ ‖x(n)‖
2/n = 1. (10)
Assumption S1 says that all but a fraction κ of the entries
are equal to zero, Assumption S2 characterizes the limiting
distribution of the nonzero entries, and Assumption S3 pro-
hibits the existence of a vanishing fraction of arbitrarily large
nonzero values.
Measurement Assumptions: We consider a subset of the fol-
lowing assumptions on the sequence of measurement matrices
A(n) ∈ Rm(n)×n.
M1 Non-Adaptive Measurements: The distribution on A(n)
is independent of the vector x(n) and the noise W(n).
M2 Finite Sampling Rate: The number of rows m(n) obeys
lim
n→∞
m(n)/n = ρ (11)
for some sampling rate ρ ∈ (0,∞).
M3 Row Normalization: The distribution on A(n) is normal-
ized such that each of the m(n) rows has unit magnitude
on average, i.e.
E
[‖A(n)‖2F ] = m(n) (12)
where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
M4 IID Entries: The entries of A(n) are i.i.d. with mean zero
and variance 1/n.
M5 Gaussian Entries: The entries of A(n) are i.i.d. Gaussian
N (0, 1/n).
Assumptions M1-M3 are used throughout the paper. A sam-
pling rate ρ < 1 corresponds to the compressed sensing setting
where the number of equations m is less than the number of
unknown signal values n. A sampling rate ρ = 1 corresponds
to the number of linearly independent measurements that are
needed to recover an arbitrary vector x in the absence of
any measurement noise. Assumptions M4-M5 correspond to
specific distributions on A(n) that are used for many of the
results of this paper.
4C. Sampling Rate-Distortion Region
Under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M3, the asymptotic
recovery problem is characterized by the sampling rate ρ,
limiting distribution pX , and snr.
Definition 1. A distortion D is achievable for a fixed tuple
(ρ, pX , snr) and recovery algorithm ALG, if there exists a
sequence of measurement matrices satisfying Assumptions
M1-M3 such that
lim
n→∞
ε(ALG)n (D) = 0 (13)
for any sequence of vectors satisfying Assumptions S1-S3.
More generally, we may also consider problems character-
ized by a class of limiting distributions with the same sparsity
rate κ. Let P(κ) denote the class of all probability measures
obeying the conditions of Assumption S2, i.e.
P(κ) = {pX : pX({0}) = 1−κ, ∫ x2pX(dx) = 1}, (14)
and let PX be a subset of P(κ).
Definition 2. A distortion D is achievable for a fixed tuple
(ρ,PX , snr) and recovery algorithm ALG, if there exists a
sequence of measurement matrices satisfying Assumptions
M1-M3 such that
lim
n→∞
ε(ALG)n (D) = 0 (15)
for any sequence of vectors satisfying Assumptions S1-S3 for
some distribution pX ∈ PX .
We emphasize that the recovery algorithm in Definition 2 is
fixed and thus cannot be a function of the limiting distribution
realized by an individual sequence of problems. It may how-
ever be optimized as a function of the class PX , thus attaining
the minimax risk of the recovery problem.
Definition 3. For a fixed tuple (D,PX , snr) and recov-
ery algorithm ALG the sampling rate-distortion function
ρ(ALG)(D,PX , snr) is given by
ρ(ALG)(D,PX , snr) = inf{ρ ≥ 0 : D is achievable}. (16)
To lighten the notation, we will denote the sampling rate-
distortion function using ρ(ALG) where the dependence on the
tuple (D,PX , snr) is implicit.
III. SAMPLING RATE-DISTORTION BOUNDS
This section states the main results of this paper which
are bounds on the sampling rate-distortion function ρ(ALG) for
several different recovery algorithms. Each of the algorithms
follows the same basic approach which is illustrated in Fig. 2
and consists of the following two stages:
• Vector Estimation: The first stage of recovery produces
a random estimate Xˆ of the unknown vector x based on
the tuple (Y,A, κ).
• Componentwise Thresholding: The second stage of re-
covery generates an estimate Sˆ of the unknown sparsity
pattern S∗ by thresholding the estimate Xˆ generated in
the first stage:
Sˆ =
{
i ∈ [n] : |Xˆi| ≥ T
}
.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the two-stage sparsity pattern recovery algorithm.
The threshold T in the second stage provides a tradeoff
between the two kinds of recovery errors: missed detections
and false alarms. Throughout this paper, we will assume that
that T is chosen as a function of (Xˆ, κ) such that the estimated
sparsity pattern Sˆ has exactly k = ⌈κn⌉ elements. In practice,
this is achieved by thresholding with the magnitude of the k’th
largest entry in Xˆ, and using additional randomness to break
ties whenever the k’th largest magnitude is not unique.
Conceptually, it is useful to think of the estimate Xˆ gener-
ated in the first stage as a direct observation of the original
signal that has been corrupted by additive noise, that is we
can write
Xˆ = x+ W˜
where W˜ is a vector of errors. Along the same lines, the
componentwise thresholding in the second stage may be
viewed as n independent hypothesis tests under the idealized
assumption that the entries of W˜ are i.i.d. and symmetric about
the origin.
The main difference between the algorithms studied in
this paper is the vector estimator used in the first stage of
recovery. In the following subsections, we give bounds on
the sampling rate-distortion function corresponding to the
maximum likelihood estimator, two different linear estimators
(the matched filter and the MMSE), a class of estimators based
on approximate message passing, and the MMSE estimator.
Our results are summarized in Table I below. Analysis and
illustrations are given in Section IV and the Appendices.
A. Maximum Likelihood
We begin with the method of maximum likelihood (ML).
Conditioned on the realization of the matrix A = A, the
measurements Y have a multivariate Gaussian distribution
with mean Ax and covariance snr−1Im×m. Therefore, the ML
estimate of sparsity k = ⌈κn⌉ is given by
xˆ(ML) = arg min
x˜∈Rn : ‖x˜‖0=k
‖y −Ax˜‖ (17)
where ‖x˜‖0 denotes the number of nonzero entries in x˜. If
the minimizer of (17) is not unique, we will assume that the
sparsity pattern estimate Sˆ in the second stage of the recovery
algorithm is drawn uniformly at random from the set{
S : S is the sparsity pattern of a minimizer of (17)}.
This estimator has been studied previously for the task of exact
sparsity pattern recovery by Wainwright [10] and Fletcher et
al. [11].
5TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE SAMPLING RATE DISTORTION BOUNDS
Recovery Algorithm Bounds
Vector Estimator Parameters Comp. Efficient Result Matrix Assump. Unproven Assump. Tight
ML κ no Theorem 1 Gaussian none no
MF κ yes Theorem 3 i.i.d. none yes
LMMSE κ, snr yes Theorem 4 Gaussian none yes
AMP-MMSE κ, snr, pX yes Theorem 6 Gaussian none yes
AMP-ST κ, snr, α yes Theorem 7 Gaussian none yes
MMSE κ, snr, pX no Theorem 8 i.i.d. Replica Symmetry yes
Before we present our main result, two more definitions are
needed. First, we define
H(D;κ) = κHb(D) + (1− κ)Hb
( κD
1− κ
)
(18)
where Hb(p) = −p log p − (1 − p) log(1 − p) is the binary
entropy function. In [17] it is shown that the metric entropy
rate for a sequence of sparsity patterns with sparsity rate κ
under the distortion metric (6) is given by Hb(κ) −H(D;κ)
for any D ≤ 1− κ.
Also, we define
P (D; pX) =
∫ ∞
0
(
Pr[X2 > u]− (1 −D)κ
)+
du (19)
where (·)+ = max(·, 0). This function corresponds to the
average power of the smallest fraction D of nonzero entries. It
is a continuous and monotonically increasing function of D,
with P (0; pX) = 0 and P (1; pX) = 1 for any pX ∈ P(κ).
Our first result gives an upper bound on the sampling rate-
distortion function corresponding to the ML estimator. The
proof is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions S1-S2 and M1-M5, a distor-
tion D is achievable for the tuple (ρ, pX , snr) using the ML
estimator if ρ > ρ(ML-UB) where
ρ(ML-UB) = κ+ max
D˜∈[D,1]
Λ(D˜; pX , snr), (20)
with Λ(D; pX , snr) given in (21) below.
Moreover, for any ρ > ρ(ML-UB) the error probabil-
ity ε(ML)n (D) decays at least exponentially rapidly with n,
i.e. there exists a constant C such that
ε(ML)n (D) ≤ exp(−C n). (22)
Remark 1. Theorem 1 does not require the convergence of the
empirical second moments given in Assumption S3.
Theorem 1 is a significant improvement over previous
results in several respects. First, it applies generally to any
distribution pX . Second, the bound is given explicitly in
terms of the problem parameters and is finite for any nonzero
distortion D. Finally, as we will show in Section IV and
Appendix C-A, the behavior of the bound, in a scaling sense
with respect to the SNR and distortion D, is optimal for a
large class of distributions.
Corollary 2. The statement of Theorem 1 holds if the function
Λ(D; pX , snr) is replaced with any of the following upper
bounds:
Λ˜1(D; pX , snr) =
4H(D;κ)
log
(
1 +
[
P (D; pX) snr/e
]2) (23)
Λ˜2(D; pX , snr) =
2H(D;κ) + 2 log(5/3)κD
log
(
1 + (4/25)P (D; pX) snr
) (24)
Λ˜3(D; pX , snr) = min
i∈{1,2}
Λ˜i(D; pX , snr). (25)
Proof: The bound Λ˜1(D; px, snr) follows from the first
term in (21) and the simple fact that log(1+x)−x/(1+x) ≥
(1/2) log(1+x2/e2) for all x ≥ 0. The bound Λ˜2(D; px, snr)
follows from the second term in (21) evaluated with µ = 4/5
and θ = 1/5.
B. Linear Estimation
Next, we consider two different linear estimators. The
matched filter (MF) estimate is given by
xˆ(MF) =
(
n
m
)
ATy (26)
and the linear minimum mean-squared error (LMMSE) esti-
mate is given by
xˆ(LMMSE) = (ATA+ snr In×n)−1ATy (27)
These estimators are appealing in practice due to their low
computational complexity. Their performance has been studied
extensively in the context of multiuser detection with random
spreading (see e.g. [39], [40]). More recently, the use of the
matched filter for the task of sparsity pattern recovery was
investigated by Fletcher et al. [11] and early versions of this
paper [44].
To characterize the behavior of the MF and LMMSE algo-
rithms in the high-dimensional setting, it is useful to introduce
a scalar equivalent model of the vector observation model
given in (2).
Definition 4. The scalar equivalent model of (2) is given by
Z = X + σW (28)
where X ∼ pX and W ∼ N (0, 1) are independent and σ2 ∈
(0,∞) is a fixed parameter called the noise power.
In the context of the scalar model, the problem of support
recovery is to determine whether or not X is equal to zero. Let
S = 1(X 6= 0) be the indicator of this event and let Sˆ be an
estimate of the form Sˆ = 1(|Z| > t). Then, the detection error
6Λ(D; pX , snr) = min
{
2H(D;κ)
log(1 + P (D; pX) snr) + (1 + P (D; pX) snr)−1 − 1 ,
min
θ,µ∈(0,1)
max
(
2H(D;κ)
log(1 + 14 (1− θ)2P (D; pX) snr)
,
2H(D;κ)−Dκ log(1− µ2)
log(1 + µθP (D; pX) snr)
)}
(21)
probability corresponding to the distortion measure defined in
Section II-A is given by
pD(t) = max
(
Pr[Sˆ = 0|S = 1],Pr[S = 0|Sˆ = 1]). (29)
We define
Dawgn(σ
2; pX) = min
t
pD(t) (30)
to be a mapping between the noise power σ2 and the minimal
detection error probability pD(t) achieved by Sˆ. We also
define
σ2awgn(D; pX) = sup{σ2 ≥ 0 : Dawgn(σ2; pX) ≤ D}. (31)
to be the inverse mapping. Here, we use the subscript “awgn”
to emphasize the fact that this error probability corresponds
to additive noise W that is Gaussian and independent of X .
The following results give an explicit expression for the
sampling rate-distortion function of the MF and LMMSE
recovery algorithms. Their proofs are given in Appendices B-B
and B-C respectively.
Theorem 3. Under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M4, the
sampling rate-distortion function corresponding to the MF
estimator is given by
ρ(MF) =
1
σ2 snr
+
1
σ2
(32)
where σ2 = σ2awgn(D; pX).
Remark 2. Theorem 3 does not require the measurement
matrix A(n) to be Gaussian.
Theorem 4. Under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M5, the sam-
pling rate-distortion function corresponding to the LMMSE
estimator is given by
ρ(LMMSE) =
1
σ2 snr
+
1
1 + σ2
(33)
where σ2 = σ2awgn(D; pX).
Recall that our definition of achievability says that the
probability that the distortion d(S∗, Sˆ) exceeds a threshold D
must tend to zero as n becomes large. For the MF and LMMSE
estimators, convergence of the expected distortion E[d(S∗, Sˆ)]
can be established straightforwardly using results in [39] and
[40]. Therefore, the key contribution of Theorems 3 and 4 is
to show that this convergence holds also in probability. For
the MF estimator, this is achieved using a general decoupling
result which applies generally for any i.i.d. distribution on
the measurement matrix. For the LMMSE estimator, we use
the fact that the LMMSE can be computed using the AMP
algorithm discussed in the next section.
C. Approximate Message Passing
We now consider estimation using approximate message
passing (AMP) [24]. The AMP algorithm is characterized
in terms of a scalar de-noising function η(z, σ2) which is
assumed to be Lipschitz continuous with respect to its first
argument and continuous with respect to its second argument.
Starting with initial conditions x0 = 0n×1, u0 = ( nm )y and
σˆ20 = (snr
−1 + 1)/ρ, the algorithm proceeds for iterations
t = 1, 2, · · · according to
xt = η
(
ATut−1 + xt−1, σˆ2t−1
) (34)
ut =
(
n
m
)[
y −Axt
+ ut−1
1
n
n∑
i=1
η′
((
ATut−1 + xt−1
)
i
, σˆ2t−1
)]
(35)
σˆ2t =
1
n
‖ut‖2, (36)
where η′(z, σ2) denotes the partial derivative of η(z, σ2) with
respect to z, and, for any vector z, η(z, σ2) denotes the vector
obtained by applying the function η(z, σ2) componentwise.
The AMP algorithm is said to succeed if the tuple
(xt,ut, σˆ2t ) converges to a fixed point (x∞,u∞, σˆ2∞). Various
stability assumptions guaranteeing convergence of the algo-
rithm are discussed in [24], [25]. In some cases, the rate of
convergence is exponential in the number of iterations.
Remark 3. Our update equations for the AMP algorithm differ
slightly from those given in [24]–[26]. This difference is due
to the fact that this paper considers row normalization of the
measurement matrix (Assumption M3) whereas the previous
work considers column normalization.
Conceptually, it is useful to think of the vector xt, generated
in the t’th iteration of the AMP algorithm, as a noisy version
of the original vector x that has been passed through the scalar
de-noising function η(·, σˆ2t−1). More specifically, we can write
xt = η(x+ w˜t−1; σˆ2t−1) (37)
where
w˜t−1 = ATut−1 + xt−1 − x (38)
is a vector of errors.
In [24], [25], it is shown, both heuristically and empirically,
that, under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M5 of this paper,
the error vector wt−1 defined in (38) behaves similarly to
additive white Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance
σˆ2t−1. A precise statement of this behavior, corresponding to
the empirical marginal distribution of the tuple (x,xt, w˜t), is
proved in ensuing work by Bayati and Montanari [26]. See
Appendix B for more details.
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based on the output (x∞,u∞, σˆ2∞) of the AMP algorithm,
what should we choose as an estimate xˆ of the unknown
vector x? In previous work, where the primary objective is
to minimize the MSE, the output xˆ∞ is used as an estimate
of x (see e.g. [45]). The main reason for using this estimate
is that the function η(·, σ2) provides a scalar de-noising step
that reduces the effect of the additive error w˜.
In this paper, however, our primary objective to is generate
an estimate of x that leads to an accurate estimate of the
sparsity pattern in the second stage of estimation. As such,
the final scalar de-noising step is unnecessary, and potentially
counterproductive. To see why, note that the componentwise
thresholding in the second stage of recovery depends entirely
on the relative magnitudes of the entries in xˆ. If the denoiser
does not preserve the ranking of these magnitudes (e.g. if many
nonzero values are mapped to zero), then relevant information
about the sparsity pattern is lost.
Accordingly, we use the vector estimate given by
xˆ(AMP) = ATu∞ + x∞. (39)
Since the AMP output (x∞,u∞, σˆ2∞) satisfies the fixed point
equation
x∞ = η(ATu∞ + x∞, σˆ2∞),
we see that our estimate corresponds directly to the signal-
plus-noise estimate x+ w˜∞ prior to the scalar de-noising.
To characterize the behavior of AMP in the high-
dimensional setting, we return to the scalar equivalent model
given in Definition 4. We define the scalar mean-squared error
function
mse(σ2; pX , η) = E
[∣∣X − η(X + σW, σ2)∣∣2] (40)
where X ∼ pX and W ∼ N (0, 1) are independent, and
let {σ2t }t≥1 be a sequence of noise powers defined by the
recursion
σ2t =
snr−1 + mse(σ2t−1; pX , η)
ρ
(41)
where σ20 = (snr−1 + 1)/ρ. This recursion is referred to as
state evolution [24].
The following result shows that the distortion corresponding
to the AMP estimate is characterized by the state evolution
recursion. In Appendix B-D, it is shown how this result follows
straightforwardly from recent work of Bayati and Montanari
[26].
Theorem 5. Suppose that the noise powers defined by the
state evolution recursion (41) converge to a finite limit
σ2∞ = limt→∞ σ
2
t . (42)
Then, under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M5, the distortion
d(S∗, Sˆ) corresponding to the AMP estimator converges in
probability as n→∞ to the limit Dawgn(σ2∞; pX).
Remark 4. We note that the limiting noise power σ2∞ is a
function of the tuple (ρ, pX , snr) and the function η(z, σ2). In
some cases, it is possible that σ2∞ is an increasing function
of ρ, and thus increasing the sampling rate increases the
distortion.
In the following subsections, two special cases of the AMP
estimator are considered.
1) Optimized AMP: If the limiting distribution pX is
known, then the limiting noise power σ2∞ is minimized when
η(z, σ2) is given by the conditional expectation
η(MMSE)(z, σ2; pX) = E[X |X + σW = z] (43)
corresponding to the distribution pX . We will refer to this
version of the AMP algorithm as AMP-MMSE, and we define
the corresponding mean-squarred error function
mmse(σ2; pX) = E
[∣∣X − E[X |X + σW ]∣∣2]. (44)
Theorem 6. Under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M5, the
sampling rate-distortion function corresponding to the AMP-
MMSE estimator is given by
ρ(AMP-MMSE) = sup
τ≥σ2
{
snr−1 + mmse(τ ; pX)
τ
}
(45)
where σ2 = σ2awgn(D; pX).
Proof: By the definition of the MMSE, we have
mmse(σ2; pX) < E[X
2] = 1 for all σ2 < ∞. Therefore,
any solution σ2 to the fixed point equation
σ2 =
snr−1 + mmse(σ2; pX)
ρ
(46)
is strictly less than the initial noise power σ20 . Since
mmse(σ2; pX) is a strictly decreasing function of σ2, it thus
follows that the limit σ2∞ always exists and is given by the
largest solution to (46), i.e.
σ2∞ = sup
{
τ ≥ 0 : ρ = snr
−1 + mmse(τ ; pX)
τ
}
. (47)
Since the right hand side of (47) is a strictly decreasing
function of ρ, Theorem 6 follows directly from Theorem 5
and the definition of the sampling rate-distortion function.
It is important to note that the AMP-MMSE estimate is a
function of the distribution pX . If this distribution is unknown
and the estimate is made using a postulated distribution
that differs from the true one, then the performance of the
algorithm could be highly suboptimal.
2) Soft Thresholding: Another special case of the AMP
algorithm is when η(z, σ2) is given by the soft thresholding
function
η(ST)(z, σ2;α) =


z + ασ, if z < −ασ
0, if |z| ≤ ασ
z − ασ, if z ≥ ασ
(48)
for some threshold α ≥ 0. We will refer to this algorithm as
AMP-ST.
Remark 5. It is argued in [25] and shown rigorously in
[45] that, for a fixed set (pX , snr), the behavior of AMP-
ST is equivalent to that of LASSO [29] under an appropriate
calibration between the threshold α and the regularization
parameter of LASSO.
8To characterize the behavior of AMP-ST, we follow the
steps outlined by Donoho et al. [25] and define the noise
sensitivity
M(σ2, α; pX) = mse(σ
2; pX , η
(ST))
σ2
. (49)
Theorem 7. Under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M5, the sam-
pling rate-distortion function corresponding to the AMP-ST
estimator is given by
ρ(AMP-ST) =
1
σ2snr
+M(σ2, α; pX) (50)
where σ2 = σ2awgn(D; pX).
Proof: This result is an immediate consequence of The-
orem 5 and [25, Lemma 4.1] which shows that σ2∞ exists and
is given by the unique solution to the fixed point equation
ρ =
1
σ2∞ snr
+M(σ2∞, α; pX). (51)
We note that Theorem 7 can be used to find the optimal
value for the soft-thresholding parameter α. If, for example,
the goal is to minimize the sampling rate ρ as a function of
the tuple (D, pX , snr), then the optimal value of α is given
by the minimizer of M(σ2, α; pX). Conversely, if the goal
is to minimize the distortion D as a function of the tuple
(ρ, pX , snr), then the optimal value of α is one that minimizes
the value of σ2∞ in the fixed point equation (51).
We emphasize that the soft-thresholding function is, in
general, suboptimal for a given distribution pX (recall that
the optimal version of AMP is given by AMP-MMSE). The
main reason we study soft-thresholding is to deal with settings
where the distribution pX is unknown. In Appendix D, it is
shown how the function M(σ2, α; pX) can be upper bounded
uniformly over the class of distributions Pκ, and how com-
bining this upper bound with Theorem 7 gives bounds on the
sampling rate-distortion function that hold uniformly over any
class of distributions PX ⊂ P(κ).
D. Minimum Mean-Squared Error via the Replica Method
Lastly, we consider the performance of the minimum mean-
squared error (MMSE) estimator. For a known distribution
pX , this estimator is given by the conditional expectation
x(MMSE) = E[X|AX + snr−1/2W = y], (52)
where the entries of X are i.i.d. pX .
To analyze the behavior of the MMSE estimator, we develop
a result based on the powerful but heuristic replica method
from statistical physics. This method was developed originally
in the context of spin glasses [46] and has been applied to the
vector estimation problem studied in this paper by a series of
recent papers [18]–[23].
In the replica analysis, the unknown vector is modeled as
a random vector X whose entries are i.i.d. pX . Accordingly,
each realization of the measurement matrix A = A, induces
a joint probability measure on the random input-output pair
(X,Y), or equivalently on the random input-estimate pair
(X, Xˆ). At this point, the key argument exploited by the
replica method is that, due to a certain type of “replica
symmetry” in the problem, the joint probability measure on
(X, Xˆ) behaves similarly for all typical realizations of the
measurement matrix A in the high-dimensional setting. Based
on this assumption, it can then be argued that the marginal joint
distribution on the entries in (X, Xˆ) converges to a nonrandom
limit, characterized by the tuple (ρ, pX , snr).
A detailed explanation of the replica analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper. The assumptions needed for our results
are summarized below.
Replica Analysis Assumptions: The key assumptions under-
lying the replica analysis are stated explicitly by Guo and
Verdu´ in [20]. A concise summary can also be found in [22,
Appendix A]. Two assumptions that are used—and generally
accepted throughout the literature—are the validity the “replica
trick” and the self averaging property of a certain function
defined on the random matrix A. A further assumption that is
also required is that of replica symmetry. This last assumption
is problematic, however, since it is known that there are cases
where it does not hold, and there is currently no test to
determine whether or not it holds in the setting of this paper.
The following result characterizes the sampling rate-
distortion function corresponding to the MMSE estimator
under the condition that the replica assumptions are valid. The
proof is given in Appendix B-E.
Theorem 8. Assume that the replica analysis assumptions
hold. Under Assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M4, the distortion
d(S∗, Sˆ) corresponding to the MMSE estimator converges in
probability as n→∞ to the limit Dawgn(τ∗; pX) where
τ∗ = argmin
τ>0
{
ρ log τ +
1
τ snr
+ 2I(X ;X +
√
τW )
}
. (53)
with X ∼ pX and W ∼ N (0, 1) independent.
We emphasize that a key difference between Theorem 8 and
the previous bounds in this paper is that the replica analysis
assumptions on which it is based are currently unproven. In
the context of the recovery problem outlined in this paper, this
means that Theorem 8 provides only a heuristic prediction for
the true behavior of the MMSE estimator. The validity of this
prediction for the setting of the paper depends entirely on the
validity of the replica assumptions.
In the next section, we will see that there are many param-
eter regimes in which the replica prediction for the MMSE
estimator is tightly sandwiched between the rigorous upper
given earlier in this paper and the information-theoretic lower
bound in [17]. Thus, beyond the context of sparsity pattern
recovery, a significant contribution of this paper is that we
provide strong evidence in support of the replica analysis
assumptions.
Remark 6. One interesting implication of Theorem 8 is that
the AMP-MMSE estimate is equivalent to the MMSE estimate
whenever the noise power τ∗ defined in (53) is equal to
the limit σ2∞ defined in (47). This suggests that the MMSE
estimate can be computed efficiently in some problem regimes.
Finally, it is important to note that MMSE estimator is a
function of the limiting distribution pX . If this distribution
9is unknown and the estimate is made using a postulated
distribution that differs from the true one, then the performance
could be highly suboptimal. Using further results developed in
[20] it is possible to characterize the sampling rate in terms
of an arbitrary postulated prior and true limiting distribution.
Such analysis, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. ANALYSIS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
In this section, we show how the sampling rate-distortion
functions given in Section III depend on the desired distortion
D, the SNR, and various properties of the distribution pX .
By comparison with the information-theoretic lower bounds in
[17], we characterize problem regimes in which the behavior
of the algorithms is near-optimal and other regimes in which
the behavior is highly suboptimal.
A. Signal Classes
Following the problem formulation outlined in Section II-B,
a class of signals can be characterized by a of a class of
limiting distributions PX ⊂ P(κ) where P(κ) is the class
of all probability measures with second moment equal to one
and probability mass 1 − κ at zero. To facilitate our analysis
in the following sections, we introduce the following three
classes:
• Bounded: We use PBounded(κ,B) to denote the class of
all distributions pX ∈ P(κ) such that
Pr[|X | < B|X 6= 0] = 0
for some lower bound B > 0. Due to the second moment
constraint, the lower bound B cannot exceed 1/
√
κ.
• Polynomial Decay: We use PPoly.(κ, L, τ) to denote the
class of all distributions pX ∈ P(κ) such that
lim
x→0
Pr[|X | ≤ x|X 6= 0]
xL
= τ
for some polynomial decay rate L > 0 and limiting
constant τ ∈ (0,∞).
• Bernoulli-Gaussian: We say that a distribution pX is
Bernoulli-Gaussian with sparsity κ if the nonzero part of
pX is zero-mean Gaussian, i.e. if
X ∼
{
0, with probability 1− κ
N (0, 1κ ), with probability κ
.
The bounded class corresponds to the setting where the
nonzero entries in x have a fixed lower bound B on their
magnitudes, independent of the vector length n. By contrast,
the polynomial decay class corresponds to the setting where
the magnitude of the ⌈β k⌉’th smallest nonzero entry is propor-
tional to β1/L for small β. Note that in the case of polynomial
decay, a vanishing fraction of the nonzero entries are tending
to zero as the vector length n becomes large.
The Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution is an example of a
distribution with polynomial decay rate L = 1 and limiting
constant τ =
√
2κ/π.
B. Illustrations
In the following sections we provide illustrations of the
bounds derived in Section III corresponding to either the
Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution or the class of bounded distri-
butions PBounded(κ,B) with lower bound B =
√
0.2/κ. Note
that this choice of B means that the nonzero entries in x are
lower bounded in squared magnitude by 20% of their average
power.
The bounds corresponding to the Bernoulli-Gaussian distri-
bution are optimized as a function of the relevant parameters.
For the AMP-MMSE and MMSE bounds, this means that
the true distribution pX is used to define the conditional
expectations. For the AMP-ST bound, this means that the
threshold α is chosen to either minimize the distortion as a
function of the sampling rate or to minimize the sampling rate
as a function of the distortion.
In order to derive uniform bounds for the class of bounded
distributions PBounded(κ,B), it is necessary to consider the
worst-case distribution in the class. For the ML and linear
estimators, these bounds are obtained straightforwardly by
lower bounding the functions P (D; pX) and σ2awgn(D; pX)
(see Proposition 13 below). For the AMP-ST we obtain a uni-
form bound by replacing the noise sensitivity M(σ2, α; pX)
in Theorem 7 with the upper bound M∗(σ2, α, κ) given in
Appendix D, and then optimizing the resulting expression as
a function of the threshold α. Uniform bounds corresponding
to the AMP-MMSE and MMSE cannot be derived using the
results in this paper, since these estimators depend on the true
underlying distribution pX .
For comparison, we also plot corresponding information-
theoretic lower bounds derived in [17]. These bounds cor-
respond to the performance of the optimal sparsity pattern
recovery algorithm under assumptions S1-S3 and M1-M4.
All illustrations correspond to a sampling rate of κ = 104.
The qualitative behavior of the bounds does not change sig-
nificantly for sparsity rates within several orders of magnitude
of this value.
C. Sampling Rate versus SNR
We begin our analysis of the bounds by studying the
tradeoff between sampling rate and SNR. For a given recovery
algorithm ALG, we use ρ(ALG)∞ to denote the infinite SNR limit
of the sampling rate-distortion function:
ρ(ALG)∞ = limsnr→∞
ρ(ALG). (54)
This limit is a function of the pair (D, pX) and may be
interpreted as the sampling rate required in the absence of
noise.
For the ML estimator, the infinite SNR limit of the upper
bound in Theorem 1 is given by the sparsity rate κ, regardless
of the distribution pX and distortion D. Since it can be
shown that the ML estimate is equivalent to random guessing
whenever ρ < κ, we thus conclude that the infinite SNR limit
of ρ(ML) is given explicitly by the piecewise constant function
ρ(ML)∞ =
{
κ, if D ≤ 1− κ
0, if D > 1− κ . (55)
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An upper bound on the rate at which ρ(ML) approaches
its infinite SNR limit is given by the following result. The
proof follows directly from the analysis of Theorem 1 given
in Appendix C-A.
Proposition 9. For any nonzero distortion D and distribution
pX , there exists a constant C such that
ρ(ML) ≤ κ+ C
log(1 + snr)
. (56)
The following result from [17] shows that under some
additional assumptions on the pair (D, pX), Proposition 9 is
tight, in a scaling sense, with respect to the SNR.
Proposition 10. [17] Suppose that pX can be expressed as
pX = (1− κ)δ0 + ωcpXc + (κ− ωc)pXd (57)
where Xc is continuous with finite differential entropy h(Xc)
and Xd is discrete. Let D < 1 − κ be any distortion that
satisfies
2Hb(κc)− 2H
(
κ
ωc
D;κc
)
> κc log
(
E[X2c ]− κc(E[Xc])2
N(Xc)
)
+ (1− κc) log
( 1
1− κc
)
(58)
where κc = ωc/(1 − κ + ωc) and N(Xc) =
(2πe)−1 exp(2h(Xc)). Then, under Assumptions S1-S2 and
M1-M4, there exists a constant C such that
ρ > ωc +
C
log(1 + snr)
(59)
is a necessary condition for any recovery algorithm.
Note that the constant ωc in Proposition 10 is equal to the
sparsity rate κ whenever the nonzero part of pX is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. When this
occurs, Propositions 9 and 10 characterize the fundamental
behavior of the recovery problem for any distortion D satis-
fying (58).
For the linear and AMP estimators, it is straightforward to
show that the infinite SNR limits can be expressed as
ρ(MF)∞ =
1
σ2
(60)
ρ(LMMSE)∞ =
1
1 + σ2
(61)
ρ(AMP-ST)∞ =M(σ2, α, px) (62)
ρ(AMP-MMSE)∞ = sup
τ>σ2
mmse(τ ; pX)
τ
(63)
where σ2 = σ2awgn(D; pX). By comparison with the ML limit,
we see that each of these algorithms is strictly suboptimal at
high SNR whenever its limit exceeds the sparsity rate κ.
For the MMSE estimator, the infinite SNR limit of the
sampling rate predicted by the replica method in Theorem 8
is characterized by the infinite SNR limit of the noise power
τ∗ given in (53). It is easy to check that this limit is always
less than or equal to κ, and thus the predicted MMSE infinite
SNR limit is upper bounded by the ML infinite SNR limit.
The rate at which the achievable sampling rates converge to
their infinite SNR limits is illustrated in Fig 3 for the Bernoulli-
Gaussian distribution. The relative tightness of the ML upper
bound and the information-theoretic lower bound from [17]
provides rigorous verification of the MMSE behavior derived
heuristically using the replica method. Moreover, as the SNR
becomes large, the bounds corresponding to the AMP and
linear estimate are significantly greater than the ML bounds,
thus indicating that these methods are highly suboptimal at
high SNR.
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Fig. 3. Bounds on the achievable sampling rate ρ as a function of the SNR
when the nonzero entries are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian and the sparsity rate
is κ = 10−4.
In Fig. 4, the infinite SNR limits corresponding to the
Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution are shown as a function of the
distortion. For this distribution, the MMSE limit is equal to
the minimum of the ML and AMP-MMSE limits. When the
distortion is relatively small (i.e. less than ≈ 0.9), the limits
for ML, MMSE, and the information-theoretic lower bound are
equal to the sparsity rate κ. When the distortion is relatively
large, all of the bounds except for the ML bound converge to
zero. If the goal is to minimize the distortion D as a function
of the sampling rate ρ, then this behavior shows that ML is
strictly suboptimal whenever the sampling rate ρ is strictly less
than the sparsity rate κ.
D. Stability Thresholds
For a given recovery algorithm ALG, we define the stability
threshold as follows:
̺(ALG) = lim
D→0
lim
snr→∞
ρ(ALG). (64)
This threshold is a function of the distribution pX and may be
interpreted as the sampling rate required for exact recovery in
the absence of noise. For future reference, its significance is
summarized in the following result.
Proposition 11. Consider a fixed recovery algorithm ALG and
distribution pX with stability threshold ̺(ALG).
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Fig. 4. Bounds on the infinite SNR limit of the achievable sampling rate ρ
as a function of the distortion D when the nonzero entries are i.i.d. zero-mean
Gaussian and the sparsity rate is κ = 10−4. The bottom panel highlights the
large distortion behavior.
(a) If ρ > ̺(ALG), then recovery is stable in the sense that the
distortion D can be made arbitrarily small by increasing
the SNR.
(b) If ρ < ̺(ALG), then there exists a fixed lower bound on the
achievable distortion D, regardless of the SNR.
Proof: This result follows immediately from the definition
of the sampling rate-distortion function and the definition of
the stability threshold in (64).
Starting with the infinite SNR limits given in Section IV-C,
it is straightforward to show that the stability thresholds of the
recovery algorithms studied in this paper are given by
̺(ML) = κ (65)
̺(MF) =∞ (66)
̺(LMMSE) = 1 (67)
̺(AMP-ST) =M0(α, κ) (68)
̺(AMP-MMSE) = sup
τ>0
mmse(τ ; pX)
τ
(69)
where M0(α, κ) is given by Eq. (227) in Appendix D.
The ML stability threshold corresponds to the well known
fact that m = k + 1 random linear projections are, with
probability one, sufficient to recover an arbitrary k-sparse
vector. The LMMSE stability threshold corresponds to the fact
that m = n linearly independent projections are sufficient to
recover an arbitrary vector of length n. The AMP-ST stability
threshold, which depends only on the sparsity rate of the
distribution pX , has been studied previously in [25] where
it is shown that minαM0(α, κ) corresponds to the ℓ1/ℓ0
equivalence threshold of Donoho and Tanner [47]. The AMP-
MMSE threshold has, to the best of our knowledge, not been
studied previously.
Starting with Proposition 10, it can also be shown that the
stability threshold of the optimal recovery algorithm is lower
bounded by
̺(Lower Bnd.) = ωc (70)
for any distribution pX for which the strict inequality in (58)
holds with D = 0. In many cases, this lower bound is equal
to the sparsity rate κ.
Finally, using the analysis of the MMSE bound provided in
Appendix C-B, it can be shown that the stability threshold of
the MMSE estimator, as predicted by the replica method, is
given by
̺(MMSE) = lim
τ→0
mmse(τ ; pX)
τ
(71)
when the limit exists. The right hand side of (71) is referred to
as the MMSE dimension of the distribution pX by the authors
in [48], and it is equal to the weight on the continuous part
of pX whenever pX is a purely continuous-discrete mixture.
In Fig. 4, the stability thresholds corresponding to the
Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution correspond to the zero distor-
tion limit (i.e. the intersection with the y-axis).
E. Distortion versus Sampling Rate
We now turn our attention to the tradeoff between the
achievable distortion and the sampling rate. We begin with
a precise characterization of the low-distortion behavior.
Proposition 12. The low-distortion behavior corresponding to
a fixed pair (snr, pX) is given by
lim
D→0
(
P (D; pX)
H(D;κ)
)
ρ(ML-UB) =
( 2
3−√8
) 1
snr
(72)
lim
D→0
σ2awgn(D, pX) ρ
(MF) =
1
snr
+ 1 (73)
lim
D→0
σ2awgn(D, pX) ρ
(ALG) =
1
snr
(74)
where (74) holds for the LMMSE, AMP-MMSE, AMP-ST, and
MMSE recovery algorithms.
Proof: The limits corresponding to the ML and MMSE
estimators are proved in Appendices C-A and C-B respec-
tively. The limits corresponding to the linear estimators follow
immediately from the fact that σ2awgn(D, pX)→ 0 as D → 0.
For the AMP-ST estimator, we use the additional fact that the
noise sensitivity M(σ2, α, pX) is bounded (see Appendix D)
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and hence σ2M(σ2, α, pX) → 0 as σ2 → 0. For the AMP-
MMSE estimator, we use the bound∣∣∣σ2(D; pX)ρ(AMP-MMSE) − 1
snr
∣∣∣
≤ σ2(D; pX) sup
τ>0
{
mmse(τ ; pX)
τ
}
(75)
and note that the right hand side of (75) becomes arbitrarily
small as D → 0.
In words, Proposition 12 says that as the desired distor-
tion D becomes small, the ML upper bound is inversely
proportional to the ratio P (D; pX)/H(D;κ) whereas the
low distortion behavior of the remaining bounds is inversely
proportional to the function σ2awgn(D; pX). The behavior of
these terms is characterized for the bounded and polynomial
decay signal classes in the following results.
Proposition 13 (Bounded). If pX ∈ PBounded(κ,B), then
P (D; pX)
H(D;κ) ≥
B2
2[log
(
1/D) + 1 + log
(
1−κ
κ
)
]
(76)
and
σ2awgn(D; pX) ≥
B2
8[log(1/D) + log(1−κκ )]
. (77)
Proposition 14 (Polynomial Decay). If pX ∈ PPoly.(κ, L, τ),
then
lim
D→0
(
log(1/D)
D2/L
)
P (D; pX)
H(D;κ) =
τ−2/L
2(1 + 2/L)
(78)
and
lim
D→0
(
log(1/D)
D2/L
)
σ2awgn(D; pX) =
τ−2/L
2
. (79)
The proofs of Propositions 13 and 14 are given in Appen-
dices C-C and C-D respectively.
One way to interpret these results is to think of the achiev-
able distortion as a function of the sampling rate ρ. For a
given tuple (ρ, pX , snr) and recovery algorithm ALG, we use
D(ALG) to denote the smallest achievable distortion, i.e.
D(ALG) = inf{D ≥ 0 : D is achievable}. (80)
An upper bound on the rate at which D(ALG) decreases as the
sampling rate becomes large is given in the following result,
which is an immediate consequence of Propositions 12, 13,
and 14.
Proposition 15. Consider a fixed pair (snr, pX), and let ALG
denote one of the ML, MF, LMMSE, AMP-MMSE, AMP-ST,
MMSE recovery algorithms.
(a) If pX ∈ PBounded(κ,B) then there exists a constant C such
that
D(ALG) ≤ exp(−C ρ) (81)
for all sampling rates ρ > 0.
(b) If pX ∈ PPoly.(κ, L, τ) then there exists a constant C such
that ( 1
D(ALG)
)2/L
log
( 1
D(ALG)
)
≤ C ρ (82)
for all sampling rates ρ > 0.
Proposition 15 shows that the low-distortion behavior de-
pends critically on the behavior of the distribution pX around
the point x = 0. If the nonzero part of the distribution is
bounded away from zero, then the distortion decays expo-
nentially rapidly with the sampling rate. Conversely, if the
nonzero part of pX has a polynomial decay rate L > 0, then
the distortion decays polynomially rapidly with the sampling
rate, with an exponent that converges to L/2.
In [17], it is shown that the scaling behavior in Propo-
sition 15 is optimal in the sense that, up to constants, no
recovery algorithm can do any better. Consequently, each of
the algorithms presented in this paper is optimal in a scaling
sense as the SNR becomes large whenever the sampling rate
is strictly greater than the stability threshold.
The behavior of the achievable distortion D as a function
of the sampling rate ρ is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the class of
bounded distributions PBounded(κ,B) with B =
√
0.2/κ. In
accordance with part (a) of Proposition 15, the LMMSE bound
decays exponentially rapidly as a function the sampling rate.
The same scaling behavior also occurs for the ML and AMP-
ST bounds as well as the lower bound from [17]. However,
due to the relatively large SNR, this behavior occurs only for
for distortions much less than 10−6 and is therefore not visible
in the range of distortions plotted in Fig. 5.
For comparison, the same behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6 for
a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution which has decay rate L = 1.
In accordance with part (b) of Proposition 15, the distortion
decays polynomially with rate 1/2. Interestingly, the AMP-
MMSE and AMP-ST bounds converge to the MMSE bound,
and are within a constant factor ≈ 1.18 of the lower bound.
This behavior shows that these algorithms are near-optimal
when the sampling rate is relatively large. We suspect that the
gap between these algorithms and the ML upper bound is due
primarily to looseness in our bounding technique.
F. Distortion versus SNR
The previous section showed that computationally efficient
algorithms can be near-optimal when the sampling rate is
large. In the context of compressed sensing, a more interesting
question is whether or not these same algorithms can be near-
optimal when the sampling rate is fixed, and much less than
one. In this section, we show that the answer to this question
is ‘yes’, provided that the sampling rate is strictly greater than
the stability threshold of the algorithm.
For a given tuple (D, ρ, pX) and recovery algorithm ALG,
we let snr(ALG) denote the infimum over all snr ≥ 0 such that
D is achievable, i.e.
snr(ALG) = inf{snr ≥ 0 : D is achievable}.
The following result characterizes the low-distortion behavior
with respect to the SNR.
Proposition 16. The low-distortion behavior corresponding to
a fixed pair (ρ, pX) is given by
lim
D→0
(
P (D; pX)
H(D;κ)
)
snr(ML-UB) =
( 2
3−√8
) 1
ρ− κ (83)
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Fig. 5. Bounds on the achievable distortion D as a function of the sampling rate ρ when the nonzero entries are lower bounded in squared magnitude by
20% of their average power, but are otherwise arbitrary and the sparsity rate is κ = 10−4. The MF bound is comparable to LMMSE bound and is not shown.
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Fig. 6. Bounds on the achievable distortion D as a function of the sampling rate ρ when the nonzero entries are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian and the sparsity
rate is κ = 10−4. The MF bound is comparable to LMMSE bound and is not shown.
if ρ > κ,
lim
D→0
σ2awgn(D, pX) snr
(AMP-MMSE) =
1
ρ− ̺(MMSE) (84)
if ρ > ̺(AMP-MMSE), and
lim
D→0
σ2awgn(D, pX) snr
(ALG) =
1
ρ− ̺(ALG) (85)
if ρ > ̺(ALG) where (85) holds for the LMMSE, AMP-ST, and
MMSE recovery algorithms.
Proof: The limits corresponding to the ML and MMSE
recovery algorithms are proved in Appendices C-A and C-B
respectively. The limits corresponding to the LMMSE and
AMP recovery algorithms follow straightforwardly along the
same lines as the proof of Proposition 12.
Proposition 16 is analogous to Proposition 12 except that
it is valid only if the sampling rate ρ exceeds the stability
threshold. The reason that Proposition 16 does not provide a
bound for the MF estimator is that the stability threshold of
the MF estimator is infinite, and thus the corresponding limit
in (85) is not defined.
Combining Proposition 16 with Propositions 13, and 14
leads to the following result, which bounds the rate at which
D(ALG) decreases as the SNR becomes large.
Proposition 17. Consider a fixed pair (ρ, pX), and let ALG
denote one of the ML, LMMSE, AMP-MMSE, AMP-ST, MMSE
recovery algorithms.
(a) If pX ∈ PBounded(κ,B) and ρ > ̺(ALG), then there exists
a constant C such that
D(ALG) ≤ exp(−C snr) (86)
for all snr > 0.
(b) If pX ∈ PPoly.(κ, L, τ) and ρ > ̺(ALG), then there exists a
constant C such that( 1
D(ALG)
)2/L
log
( 1
D(ALG)
)
≤ C snr (87)
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for all snr > 0.
In [17], it is shown that the scaling behavior in Propo-
sition 17 is optimal in the sense that, up to constants, no
recovery algorithm can do any better. Consequently, each of
the algorithms presented in this paper (except for the MF
estimator) is optimal in a scaling sense as the SNR becomes
large whenever the sampling rate is strictly greater than the
stability threshold.
The behavior of the achievable distortion D(ALG) as a
function of the SNR is illustrated in Fig. 7 for three differ-
ent sampling rates ρ and the class of bounded distributions
PBounded(κ,B) with B =
√
0.2/κ. In the left panel, the
sampling rate is greater than ̺(ML) but less than ̺(AMP-ST)
and ̺(LMMSE). In accordance with part (a) of Proposition 17,
the ML distortion decays exponentially rapidly whereas the
AMP-ST and LMMSE distortions are bounded away from
zero. In the second panel, the sampling rate is greater than
̺(ML) and ̺(AMP-ST) but less than ̺(LMMSE), and hence the
AMP-ST distortion also decays exponentially rapidly. In the
third panel, ρ is relatively large but still less than ̺(LMMSE).
Thus, even though the LMMSE distortion is less than it was
before, it is still bounded away from zero.
For comparison, the same behavior is illustrated in Fig. 8
for a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution which has decay rate
L = 1. In accordance with part (b) of Proposition 17, the
distortion of each algorithm decays polynomially with rate
1/2 whenever the sampling rate is greater than the stability
threshold of the algorithm. It is interesting to note that the
relatively small difference in sampling rates between the left
and middle panels marks the boundary between the setting
where all of the computationally feasible algorithms studied
in this paper are highly suboptimal and the setting where
the distortion of the computationally feasible AMP-MMSE
algorithm, is within a constant factor ≈ 1.75 of the lower
bound.
V. EXTENSIONS
This section demonstrates two ways in which the bounds
given in Section III can be extended to a larger class of
signal and measurement models. In Section V-A we consider
recovery when the unknown vector x is only approximately
sparse and in Section V-B we show how the rate-distortion
region can be convexified using “rate-sharing” matrices.
A. Approximately Sparse Signal Models
The problem formulation given in Section II assumes that
a large fraction of the entries in x are exactly equal to zero.
More realistically though, it may be the case that many of
these entries are only approximately equal to zero. This may
occur, for instance, if a sparse vector is corrupted by a small
amount of noise prior to being measured. In these cases, the
vector x is not, strictly speaking, sparse, but recovery of the
locations of the “significant” entries is still a meaningful task.
With these settings in mind, all of the bounds presented in
this paper are first proved with respect to a relaxed sparsity
pattern recovery task in which the goal is to recover the loca-
tions of the ⌈κn⌉ largest entries in x. To prove achievability
for this task, we assume that the weak converge of Assumption
S2 holds (specifically the fact that all but a fraction κ of the
entries in x are tending to zero as n becomes large) but do
not require the strict sparsity constraint of Assumption S1.
The relaxed sparsity pattern recovery task is defined as
follows. For any vector x and sparsity rate κ, let S˜ be a drawn
uniformly at random from all subsets of [n] of size k = ⌈κn⌉
obeying
min
i∈S˜
|xi| ≥ max
i∈[n]\S˜
|xi|. (88)
The set S˜ corresponds to the k largest entries in x and
is uniquely defined whenever the k’th largest entry of x is
unique. For any distortion D and recovery algorithm ALG we
define the relaxed sparsity pattern recovery error probability
ε˜(ALG)n (D) = Pr[d(S˜, Sˆ) > D] (89)
where the probability is taken with respect to the distribution
on S˜, the matrix A, the noise W, and any additional random-
ness in the recovery algorithm. The definition of achievability
with respect to the error probability ε˜n(D) is exactly the same
as for the error probability εn(D) except that the strict sparsity
of Assumption S1 is not required.
To obtain the results given in Section III, we use the fol-
lowing result which shows that under the additional constraint
of Assumption S1, achievability of relaxed sparsity pattern
recovery implies achievability of the sparsity pattern in the
strict sense.
Lemma 18. Under Assumption S1,
lim
n→∞
∣∣d(S˜, Sˆ)− d(S∗, Sˆ)∣∣ = 0. (90)
Proof: Two applications of the triangle inequality gives
|d(S˜, Sˆ)− d(S∗, Sˆ)∣∣ ≤ d(S˜, S∗).
By the definition of S˜, it follows straightforwardly that
d(S˜, S∗) → 0 for any sequence of vectors obeying Assump-
tion S1.
B. Rate-Sharing Matrices
All of the bounds presented in Section III assume that the
measurement matrix A has i.i.d. entires (Assumption M4). A
natural question then, is whether relaxing this assumption can
lead to better performance. Interestingly, the answer to this
question can be ‘yes’. In this section, we show that certain
rate-sharing matrices can achieve points in the sampling rate-
distortion region that are impossible using i.i.d. matrices.
The concept of rate-sharing is analogous to the idea of
time-sharing in communications and can be summarized as
follows. By using an appropriately constructed block-diagonal
measurement matrix it is possible to separate the recovery
problem into two subproblems, each of which is statistically
identical to the original problem. By assigning different sam-
pling rates to each of the subproblems and then combining the
resulting sparsity pattern estimates, it is possible to achieve an
effective sampling rate-distortion pair (ρ,D) that is a linear
combination of the sampling rate-distortion pairs for each of
the subproblems.
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Fig. 7. Bounds on the achievable distortion D as a function of the SNR for three different sampling rates ρ when the nonzero entries are lower bounded in
squared magnitude by 20% of their average power, but are otherwise arbitrary and the sparsity rate is κ = 10−4. The MF bounds is comparable to LMMSE
bound and is not shown.
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Fig. 8. Bounds on the achievable distortion D as a function of the SNR for three different sampling rates ρ when the nonzero entries are i.i.d. zero-mean
Gaussian and the sparsity rate is κ = 10−4. The MF bound is comparable to LMMSE bound and is not shown.
Construction of a rate-sharing matrix: For a fixed pair
(snr, pX) and recovery algorithm ALG, let (ρ1, D1) and
(ρ2, D2) be two achievable sampling rate-distortion pairs. Let
{A1(n)}n≥1 and {A2(n)}n≥1 be sequences of measurement
matrices obeying Assumptions M1-M3 that achieve these
rates. Then, for any λ ∈ [0, 1], a sequence of rate-sharing
matrices is given by
A(n) =
[
A1(⌈λn⌉) 0
0 A2(n− ⌈λn⌉)
]
P(n) (91)
where 0 denotes a matrix of zeros and P(n) is a random
matrix distributed uniformly over the set of n×n permutation
matrices.
Recovery using of a rate-sharing matrix: For a problem
of size n, the measurements Y made using the rate-sharing
matrix A can be expressed as[
Y1
Y2
]
=
[
A1 0
0 A2
] [
X˜1
X˜2
]
+
[
W1
W2
]
where X˜ = [X˜1, X˜2]T = Px corresponds to a random
permutation of the entries in x. To recover the sparsity
pattern of x from these measurements, the recovery algorithm
performs the following two steps:
(1) Individually estimate the sparsity patterns of X˜1 and X˜2
assuming a sparsity rate of κ for each vector.
(2) Use these estimates to produce an estimate Sˆ of the
sparsity pattern of x.
Proposition 19 (Rate-Sharing). For a fixed pair (snr, pX) and
algorithm ALG, let (ρ1, D1) and (ρ2, D2) be two achievable
sampling rate-distortion pairs. Then, for any parameter λ ∈
[0, 1], the sampling rate-distortion pair (ρ,D) given by
ρ = λρ1 + (1− λ)ρ2 (92)
D = λD1 + (1− λ)D2 (93)
is achievable using the rate-sharing strategy outlined above.
Proof: Based on the assumptions on A1(n) and A2(n)
and the fact that
‖A(n)‖2F = ‖A1(⌈λn⌉)‖2F + ‖A2(n− ⌈λn⌉)‖2F ,
it is straightforward to verify that the sequence of rate-sharing
matrices {A(n)}n≥1 defined by (91) satisfies Assumptions
M1-M3 with sampling rate ρ = λρ1 + (1 − λ)ρ2.
The next step is to verify that the distortion D is achievable.
Since each permutation P(n) is independent of the vector
x(n), the random sequences {X˜1(n)}n≥1 and {X˜2(n)}n≥1
obey Assumptions S1-S3 with probability one. Since the pairs
(ρ1, D1) and (ρ2, D2) are achievable, it thus follows that
the distortions D1 and D2 are achievable for the individual
sparsity pattern estimates made in step (1).
Now, for a given problem of size n, let S∗1 , Sˆ1, S∗2 , Sˆ2
denote the true and estimated sparsity patterns corresponding
to the vectors X˜1 and X˜2, and let S∗ and Sˆ denote the true
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and estimated sparsity pattern of x. As a simple exercise, it
can be verified that
d(S∗, Sˆ) ≤ λnd(S∗1 , Sˆ1) + (1 − λn)d(S∗2 , Sˆ2)
where
λn =
max(|S∗1 |, |Sˆ1|)
max(|S∗1 |, |Sˆ1|) + max(|S∗2 |, |Sˆ2|)
.
Using the arguments outlined above, it can then be verified
that λn → λ almost surely as n→∞, and thus we conclude
that the distortion D = λD1 + (1− λ)D2 is achievable.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 19, we have
the following result.
Corollary 20. For a fixed pair (snr, pX) and algorithm ALG
the sampling rate-distortion function is a convex function of
the distortion D.
By comparing the convexified versions of the achievable
bounds in this paper with the lower bounds developed in
[17] for matrices obeying Assumptions M1-M4, it can be
verified that there are cases where rate-sharing (even with
a potentially suboptimal recovery algorithm) is strictly better
using an i.i.d. matrix and the optimal recovery algorithm. This
difference is most dramatic in the high SNR setting when the
sampling rate is relatively small compared to the sparsity rate.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we review the main contributions of the
paper and discuss various implications of our analysis.
A. Fundamental Behavior of Sparsity Pattern Recovery
The achievable bounds derived in this paper, in conjunction
with the information-theoretic lower bounds in [17], charac-
terize the fundamental limit of what cannot be recovered in
presence of noise. A major technical contribution of this paper
is the upper bound on the sampling rate-distortion function
for the maximum likelihood estimator (Theorem 1). To our
knowledge, this is the only achievable bound in the literature
that converges to the noiseless limit as the SNR becomes large
and correctly characterizes the high SNR behavior.
Our bounds show that the tradeoffs between the sampling
rate ρ, the distortion D, and the SNR can be characterized in
terms of several key properties of the limiting distribution pX .
Roughly speaking, the high-SNR behavior is characterized by
the differential entropy of the nonzero part of pX whereas the
low-distoriton behavior is characterized by the behavior of the
distribution around the point x = 0. These dependencies can
be summarized as follows:
• High-SNR Behavior: If the nonzero part of pX has
a relatively large differential entropy, then the tradeoff
between sampling rate and SNR is given by
ρ ≈ κ+ C
log(snr)
.
• Low-SNR Behavior: If the nonzero part of pX has a
polynomial decay L, then the tradeoff between sampling
rate and distortion is given by
ρ ≈ C ·
( 1
D
)1/L
log
( 1
D
)
,
and the tradeoff between SNR and distortion is given by
snr ≈ C ·
( 1
D
)1/L
log
( 1
D
)
if ρ > κ,
where the condition ρ > κ is necessary if the nonzero part
of pX has a relatively large differential entropy. Note that
L = 0 if the nonzero part of pX is bounded away from
zero.
The high-SNR behavior of the bounds is illustrated in
Figures 1, 3, and 4. The low-distortion behavior is illustrated
in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8.
B. Near-Optimality of Efficient Algorithms
From a practical standpoint, a key question is whether or
not a particular computationally efficient algorithm is near-
optimal. A positive answer to this question means that more
complicated algorithms are unnecessary. A negative answer,
however, suggests that it is worth investing resources in the
design and implementation of better algorithms.
In the absence of measurement noise, the tradeoffs for
existing algorithms have been relatively well understood. For
example, the number of measurements m needed for exact
recovery of a k-sparse vector of length n can be summarized
as follows: linear recovery (i.e. solving a system of full rank
linear equations) requires m ≥ n; linear programming requires
m ≥ C · k log(n/k) for some constant C; and an NP-hard
exhaustive search requires m ≥ k + 1.
One of the contributions of this paper, has been to extend
the understanding of these tradeoffs to practically motivated
settings where, due to measurement noise, only approximate
recovery is possible. Interestingly, our results show that there
are problem regimes where existing computationally efficient
algorithms—such as the linear estimation or approximate
message passing—are near-optimal and other regimes where
they are highly suboptimal.
For example, the dependence of the sampling rate on the
SNR illustrated in Fig. 1 shows that computationally simple
algorithms are near-optimal at low SNR, but suggests that
increasing sophistication is required as the SNR increases.
Moreover, the bounds illustrated in Fig. 8 show that a small
change in the sampling rate can make the crucial difference
between whether or not approximate message passing achieves
the optimal tradeoff between SNR and distortion.
C. Comparison with Replica Predictions
In this paper, we provide a comparison of rigorous bounds
with the nonrigourous analysis of the replica method (Theo-
rem 8). Since the predictions of the replica method are sharp,
they provide valuable insights about where our bounds are
tight and where they can be improved. For example, in Fig. 3
there exists a gap between the upper and lower bounds for
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SNR in the range of 45 to 60 dB. In this region, the replica
prediction suggests that the information-theoretic lower bound
from [17] is essentially correct and that the ML upper bound
bound is loose.
An additional contribution of this comparison, is that the
relative tightness of our rigorous bounds provides evidence in
support of the unproven replica assumptions. For example, in
Fig. 3, the upper and lower bounds are extremely close and
sandwich the replica prediction for all SNR greater than 60
dB. Despite a vast amount of work on this topic, such evidence
has been notoriously difficult to come by.
D. Universality of Bounds
To characterize the limiting behavior of a sequence of
vectors we assume convergence of the empirical distributions
(Assumption S2). If the limiting distribution is known, it
is possible to use optimized recovery algorithms based on
the distribution (e.g. the AMP-MMSE and MMSE recovery
algorithms). In many cases, however, the limiting distribution
is unknown. To address these settings, we develop bounds for
fixed estimators which hold uniformly over a class of limiting
distributions such as the class of all distributions bounded
away from zero or the class of all distributions with polynomial
decay (see Section IV-A) .
Our the results show that, in many cases, prior information
about the limiting distribution does not help significantly. For
example, in the right panel of Fig. 1, the upper and lower
bounds on the sampling rate-distortion function are relatively
tight, uniformly over the class of distribution bounded away
from zero. Another example is given by Propositions 12
and 16 which show that the low distortion behavior depends
entirely on certain properties of the underlying distributions
(specifically, the behavior of the distribution around the point
x = 0).
We remark that an important counterexample occurs if the
limiting distribution is supported on a finite subset of the real
line (see [17]). Then, the high-SNR sampling rate-distortion
behavior can depend crucially on prior information about the
distribution.
E. Role of Model Assumptions
This paper focusses on the setting where a constant fraction
of the entries are nonzero (Assumption S1). In Section V-A it
is shown that the results in this paper still hold when all but a
fraction κ of the entries in x are tending to zero as n becomes
large. In principle, many of the tools developed in the paper
could also be used to address settings where the number of
nonzero entries grows sub-linearly with the vector length, and
hence there is a vanishing fraction of nonzero entries.
Our use of row normalization (Assumption M3) differs from
many related works which use column normalization. The
reason for our scaling is that, from a sampling perspective,
one way to decrease the effect of noise is to take additional
samples (all at a fixed per-measurement SNR). If the column
norms of the measurement matrix are constrained, then this is
not possible since the per-measurement SNR will necessarily
decrease as the number of measurements increases. Since it
is assumed throughout that the sampling rate ρ is a fixed
constant, all results in this paper can be compared to existing
works under an appropriate rescaling of the SNR.
The proofs of our upper bounds rely heavily on the as-
sumption that the measurement matrices have i.i.d. entries
(Assumption M4). The proofs of Theorem 1 and 5 further
assume that these entries are Gaussian (Assumption M5).
The extent to which these assumptions can be relaxed is an
important direction for future research.
In Section V-B it is shown that rate-sharing matrices (which
are not i.i.d.) can convexify the sampling rate-distortion region,
thus leading to better performance. This result shows that
i.i.d. matrices are strictly suboptimal in some settings.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Following the discussion in Section V-A, we first prove
achievability with respect to relaxed sparsity pattern recovery.
Theorem 21. Under Assumptions S2 and M1-M5, the state-
ment of Theorem 1 holds with respect to the relaxed sparsity
pattern recovery error probability ε˜n(D) defined in (89).
Combining Theorem 21 with Lemma 18 and the fact
that ρ(ML-UB) is a continuous and monotonically decreasing
function of D completes the proof of Theorem 1.
The remainder of this appendix is dedicated to the proof of
Theorem 21. We begin with a general bound for the non-
asymptotic setting in Section A-A and then extended this
bound to the asymptotic setting in Section A-B.
Throughout the proof we use Snk to denote the set of all
subsets of [n] of size k, and for any set S ⊂ [n], we use Sc
to denote its complement [n]\S.
A. A Non-Asymptotic Bound
Consider the measurement model given in (2) where x ∈ Rn
is an arbitrary vector whose true sparsity is unknown. For a
given parameter κ, let k = ⌈κn⌉, let S˜ be a drawn uniformly
at random from all subsets of [n] of size k = ⌈κn⌉ obeying
(88), and let Sˆ be the output of the ML recovery algorithm.
Also, for each integer b ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k}, define
M(b) = min
S∈Sn
k
:|S\S˜|=b
1
n
‖xSc‖2 · snr (94)
By the definition of S˜, it is straightforward to see that M(b)
is defined uniquely by x and b (i.e. it does not depend on the
realization of S˜).
The following result gives an upper bound on ε˜n(D) that
depends only on the distortion D, the dimensions n,m, k, and
the function M(b).
Lemma 22. If the entries of the measurement matrix A
are i.i.d. N (0, 1/n), then the following bound holds for any
distortion D ∈ [0, 1] and integer k < m,
ε˜(ML)n (D) ≤
k∑
b=⌊Dk+1⌋
min(Ψ1(b),Ψ2(b)) (95)
where Ψ1(b) and Ψ2(b) are given by (95) and (96) below.
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Ψ1(b) = min
λ∈[0,1]
[(
2 log
[√
1+λM(b)+(1−λ)M(0)
1+M(0) − 1
])−m−k
4
+
(
k
b
)(
n− k
b
)(
1+M(b)
1+λM(b)+(1−λ)M(0)
)−m−k
2
]
(95)
Ψ2(b) = min
θ,µ∈(0,1)
ǫ>0
(
k
b
)(
n− k
b
)[(
1 + 14 (1−θ)2M(b)
)−m−k
2
+
(
exp(ǫ)
2M(0)
)−m−k
2
+
(
1+µθM(b)
exp(ǫM(0))
)−m−k
2
(1− µ2)− b2
]
(96)
Proof: For each S ∈ Snk let Π(AS) denote the m ×m
orthonormal projection onto the null space of the m×k matrix
AS . If AS is full rank (an event that occurs with probability
one over the assumed distribution on A) then this projection
is given by
Π(AS) = Im×m −AS(ATSAS)−1ATS . (98)
Since
min
uS∈Rk
‖ASuS −Y‖ = ‖Π(AS)Y‖, (99)
it can be easily verified that the ML estimate of size k is an
element of the set
arg min
S∈Sn
k
‖Π(AS)Y‖. (100)
Now, for each integer b ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , k}, define the event
E(b) =
{
min
S∈Bb
‖Π(AS)Y‖ > ‖Π(AS˜)Y‖
}
(101)
where Bb = {S ∈ Snk : |S\S˜| = b}. In words, the event
E(b) guarantees that the set of minimizers in (100) will not
contain any set S for which d(S, S˜) = b/k. Thus, a sufficient
condition for recovery is given by the event
⋂k
⌊Dk+1⌋ E(b),
and by the union bound we have
ε˜(ML)n (D) ≤
k∑
b=⌊Dk+1⌋
Pr[Ec(b)] (102)
where Ec(b) denotes the complement E(b).
The bounds Pr[Ec(b)] ≤ Ψ1(b) and Pr[Ec(b)] ≤ Ψ2(b) are
proved in Sections A-C and A-D respectively.
Remark 7. Lemma 22 is general in the sense that it makes no
assumptions about the sparsity of x or the size of S˜. Therefore,
it can be used to address a variety of recovery tasks such as
recovering a subset or superset of the true support.
Remark 8. If M(0) < M(⌊Dk + 1⌋), then the upper bound
decreases exponentially rapidly with m, i.e. there exists a
constant C such that ε˜(ML)n (D) ≤ exp(−Cm).
B. The Asymptotic Setting
We now prove Theorem 21 by applying Lemma 22 to a
sequence of problems obeying Assumptions S2 and M1-M5.
For each problem of size n let kn = ⌈κn⌉. Beginning with
(95), we have
ε˜n(D) ≤
kn∑
b=⌈Dkn⌉
min(Ψ1(b),Ψ2(b)) (103)
≤ n max
⌈Dkn⌉≤b≤kn
min(Ψ1(b),Ψ2(b)) (104)
= n exp
(− n min
β∈[D,1]
ψn(β)
)
. (105)
where ψn(β) = − 1n mini∈{1,2} logΨi(⌈βkn⌉). To study the
asymptotic behavior of this bound we need the following
lemma. The proof is given in Section A-E.
Lemma 23. Under Assumption S2, the sequence of functions
{ψn(β)}n≥1 is uniformly asymptotically lower bounded in the
following sense
lim sup
n→∞
max
β∈[0,1]
(
ψ(β)− ψn(β)
)
≤ 0. (106)
where ψ(β) = maxi∈{1,2} ψi(β) and ψ1(β) and ψ2(β) are
given by (106) and (107) below.
Remark 9. Under the additional constraint of Assumption S3,
the bound (106) holds with respect to the absolute difference
|ψ(β)− ψn(β)|. For the proof of Theorem 21, however, only
the lower bound is needed.
Returning to (105), we can now write
lim inf
n→∞
− 1
n
log ε˜n(D) ≥ lim inf
n→∞
min
β∈[D,1]
ψn(β)
≥ min
β∈[D,1]
ψ(β). (109)
where the swapping of the limit and the minimum in (109) is
justified by Lemma 23.
With a bit of algebra, it can be verified that
κ+ Λ(β; pX , snr) = inf
{
ρ : ψ(β) > 0
}
, (110)
and thus
ρ(ML-UB) = inf
{
ρ : min
β∈[D,1]
ψ(β) > 0
}
. (111)
Since ψ(β) is a continuous and monotonically increasing
function of ρ, it follows that the right hand side of (109) is
strictly positive for any ρ > ρ(ML). This concludes the proof
of Theorem 21.
C. Proof of the bound Ψ1(b) in Lemma 22
We begin with a bounding technique used previously by
Wainwright [10] for the study of exact sparsity pattern recov-
ery. For notational simplicity, we define the random variable
ZS = snr ‖Π(AS)Y‖2 (112)
which corresponds to the distance between the samples Y and
subspace spanned by AS .
For any t ∈ R, we can write
Pr[Ec(b)] = Pr[Ec(b) ∩ {ZS˜ > t}] + Pr[Ec(b) ∩ {ZS˜ ≤ t}]
≤ Pr[ZS˜ > t] + Pr[Ec(b) ∩ {ZS˜ ≤ t}]. (113)
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ψ1(β) = max
λ∈[0,1]
min
{
ρ− κ
4
(√
1 + λP (β)snr − 1)2, ρ−κ
2
[
log
( 1 + P (β)snr
1 + λP (β)snr
)
− (1−λ)P (β)snr
1 + P (β)snr
]
−H(β;κ)
}
(106)
ψ2(β) = max
θ,µ∈[0,1]
min
{
ρ− κ
2
log
(
1 + 14P (β)snr
)
,
[ρ− κ
2
log
(
1 + θµP (β)snr
)
+
βκ
2
log
(
1− µ2)]}−H(β;κ) (107)
Furthermore,
Pr[Ec(b) ∩ {ZS˜ ≤ t}] = Pr
[{min
S∈Bb
Zz ≤ ZS˜} ∩ {ZS˜ ≤ t}
]
≤ Pr [ min
S∈Bb
ZS ≤ t
]
≤
∑
S∈Bb
Pr[ZS ≤ t], (114)
where (114) follows from the union bound. Plugging (114)
back into (113) gives
Pr[Ec(b)] ≤ Pr[ZS˜ > t] +
∑
S∈Bb
Pr[ZS ≤ t]. (115)
Note that Pr[ZS ≤ t] depends only on the marginal distri-
butions of the random variable ZS . In Wainwright’s analysis
[10], this probability is upper bounded in terms of a noncentral
chi-squared random variable whose noncentrality parameter is
unknown but bounded. In this proof however, we begin with
the exact distribution on ZS .
Lemma 24. For each S ∈ Snk , the random variable
ZS
1 + 1n‖xSc‖2snr
has a chi-squared distribution with m−k degrees of freedom.
Proof: Since ASxS lies in the range space of AS , we
can write
ZS = ‖Π(AS)(
√
snrAx+W)‖2
= ‖Π(AS)(
√
snrAScxSc +W)‖2.
The vector
√
snrASxS + W is independent of Π(AS) and
has i.i.d. Gaussian entries with mean zero and variance 1 +
1
n‖xSc‖2 snr. Also, with probability one over the distribution
A, the matrix Π(AS) has exactly n− k singular values equal
to 1 and k singular values equal to 0. Therefore, the stated
result follows immediately from the rotational invariance of
the Gaussian distribution.
To proceed, let V denote a chi-squared random variable
with m− k degrees of freedom and let t = (1 + M¯)(m− k)
where M¯ = λM(b)+ (1−λ)M(0) for some λ ∈ (0, 1). Then,
by Lemma 24,
Pr[ZS˜ > t] = Pr
[( 1
m− k
)
V >
1 + M¯
1 +M(0)
]
(116)
and
Pr[ZS ≤ t] = Pr
[( 1
m− k
)
V ≤ 1 + M¯
1 + 1n‖xS‖2snr
]
(117)
≤ Pr
[( 1
m− k
)
V ≤ 1 + M¯
1 +M(b)
]
(118)
where (118) follows from the definition of M(b).
Both (116) and (118) can be upper bounded using the chi-
squared large deviations bounds given in Lemma 25 below.
Combining these bounds with (115) and the simple fact that
|Bb| =
(
k
b
)(
n− k
b
)
, (119)
shows that Pr[Ec(b)] ≤ Ψ1(b), which completes the proof.
Lemma 25. Let V be a chi-squared random variable with d
degrees of freedom. For any x > 1,
Pr[V ≥ d x] ≤ exp (− d 14 (√2x− 1− 1)2), (120)
Pr[V ≤ d/x] ≤ exp(− d12 [log x+ 1/x− 1]) (121)
Proof: The upper bound (120) follows directly from
Laurent and Massart [49, pp. 1325].
For the lower bound (121), observe that for any µ > 0,
Pr[V ≤ ( 1x)d]
= Pr[exp(−µV ) ≥ exp(−µ( 1x )d)
]
≤ E[exp(−µX) exp(µ( 1x)d)] (122)
= exp(−d[ 12 log(1 + 2µ)− µ( 1x )]). (123)
where (122) follows from Markov’s inequality and (123)
follows from the moment generating function of a chi-squared
distribution. Letting µ = (x − 1)/2 completes the proof.
D. Proof of the bound Ψ2(b) in Lemma 22
This proof uses a new decomposition of the error event
to obtain a different upper bound on Pr[Ec(b)]. In some
problem regimes, this bound improves significantly over the
bound derived in the previous section. As before, we use the
definition of ZS given in (112).
To motivate our proof strategy, observe that one weakness
of the bound (115) is that the threshold t is a fixed constant
whereas the event E(b) depends on the relative magnitudes of
the variables ZS.
In this proof, we begin with the union bound as follows
Pr[Ec(b)] ≤
∑
S∈Bb
Pr[ZS ≤ ZS˜ ]. (124)
Unlike (115), each probability on the right hand side of (124)
depends on the relative magnitudes of ZS and ZS˜ . In the
remainder of this proof, our goal is to derive an upper bound
on Pr[ZS ≤ ZS˜] that exploits the dependence between ZS˜
and ZS . A key step is the following lemma.
Lemma 26. For any S ∈ Snk , define the random variables
TS =
√
snr ‖Π(AS)AScxSc‖
US =
〈Π(AS)AScxSc ,W〉
‖Π(AS)AScxSc‖
VS = ‖Π(AS)W‖.
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The following statements hold:
(a) ZS = T 2S + 2TSUS + V 2S
(b) T 2S/( 1n‖xSc‖2 snr) has a chi-squared distribution with
m− k degrees of freedom.
(c) US is independent of TS and has a Gaussian distribution
with mean zero and variance one.
(d) VS is independent of TS′ for any S, S′ ∈ Snk . .
Proof: To prove part (a) observe that
ZS = ‖Π(AS)(
√
snrAScxSc +W)‖2 (125)
= snr ‖Π(AS)AScxSc‖2 + ‖Π(AS)W‖2
+ 2
√
snr 〈Π(AS)AScxSc ,Π(AS)W〉
Part (b) follows from the proof of Lemma 24. Part (c) follows
from the fact that the vector Π(AS)AScxSc is independent
of W and is nonzero with probability one. Part (d) follows
from the fact that Π(AS), AScxSc , and W are mutually
independent and Π(AS) has rank m−k with probability one.
To proceed, fix any θ ∈ (0, 1) and ǫ > 0 and define the
event A = ∩3i=1Ai where
A1 =
{
T 2S + 2TS˜US ≥ θT 2S
} (126)
A2 =
{
T 2
S˜
+ 2TS˜US˜ ≤ ǫ(m− k)
} (127)
A3 =
{
θT 2S + V
2
S − V 2S˜ > ǫ(m− k)}. (128)
Using part (a) of Lemma 26 it can be verified that {ZS ≤
ZS˜} ∩ A = {∅}, and thus
Pr[ZS ≤ ZS˜ ] = Pr[{ZS ≤ ZS˜} ∩ Ac]
≤
3∑
i=1
Pr[Aci ] (129)
where (129) follows from the union bound. In the following
three subsections, we prove upper bounds on the probabilites
Pr[Acj ], j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Plugging these bounds back into (129)
and using the fact that the cardinality of Bb is given by (119)
completes the proof.
1) Upper Bound on Pr[Ac1] : The first error event is
relatively straightforward to bound. Observe that
Pr[Ac1] = Pr[ (1−θ)
2
4 T
2
S +
(1−θ)
2 TSUS < 0]
= Pr[exp(− (1−θ)24 T 2S − (1−θ)2 TSUS) ≥ 1]
≤ E[exp(− (1−θ)24 T 2S − (1−θ)2 TSUS)] (130)
= E[exp(− (1−θ)28 T 2S)] (131)
=
(
1− (1−θ)24 1n‖xSc‖2 snr
)−(m−k)/2 (132)
≤ (1− (1−θ)24 M(b))−(m−k)/2 (133)
where: (130) follows from Markov’s inequality; (131) follows
from part (c) of Lemma 26 and the moment generating
function of the Gaussian distribution; (132) follows from part
(b) of Lemma 26 and the moment generating function of the
chi-squared distribution; and (133) follows from the definition
of M(b).
2) Upper Bound on Pr[Ac2]: The second error event is
similar to the first one, except that the inequality is in the
other direction and there is a constant term to deal with. If we
let t = ǫM(0)(m− k) and λ = 1/(2M(0)), then
Pr[Ac2] = Pr[λ(−t+ T 2S˜ + 2TS˜US˜) > 0]
= Pr[exp(−λt+ λT 2
S˜
+ 2λTS˜US˜) > 1]
≤ E[exp(−λt+ λT 2
S˜
+ 2λTS˜US˜)] (134)
= E[exp(−λt+ (λ − 2λ2)T 2
S˜
)] (135)
= exp(−λt)(1− 2(λ− 2λ2)M(0))−m−k2 (136)
=
( exp(ǫ)
2M(0)
)−m−k
2 (137)
where: (134) follows from Markov’s inequality; (135) follows
from part (c) of Lemma 26 and the moment generating
function of the Gaussian distribution; (136) follows from part
(b) of Lemma 26 and the moment generating function of the
chi-squared distribution; and (133) follows from plugging in
the definitions of t and λ.
3) Upper Bound on Pr[Ac3]: The third error event requires
the most work. Part of the difficulty is that the random
variables V 2S and V 2S˜ are not independent. The following result
uses the fact that they are positively correlated to obtain a
nontrivial upper bound on the moment generating function of
their difference; the proof is given in Section A-F.
Lemma 27. For any µ ∈ (0, 1),
E[exp(µ2 [V
2
S˜
− V 2S ])] ≤ (1− µ2)−b/2 (138)
We remark that the exponent in (138) is proportional to the
overlap b. If V 2S and V 2S˜ were independent, then the exponent
would be proportional to k. This difference in the exponents
is the key reason why this bounding technique works well in
settings where the previous technique failed.
With Lemma 27 in hand, we are now ready to upper bound
the probability Pr[Ac3]. Let t = ǫPn(0)(m − k) and fix any
µ ∈ (0, 1). Then,
Pr[Ac3] = Pr[µ2 (t− θT 2S − V 2S + V 2S˜ ) ≥ 0]
= Pr[exp(µ2 (t− θT 2S − V 2S + V 2S˜ )) ≥ 1]
≤ E[exp(µ2 (t− θT 2S − V 2S + V 2S˜ ))] (139)
= E[exp(µ2 [t− θT 2S ])]E[exp(µ2 [V 2S˜ − V 2S ])] (140)
= e
µ
2
t
(
1 + µθ‖xSc‖2 snr
)−m−k
2 (1− µ2)− b2 (141)
≤ eµ2 t(1 + µθM(b))−m−k2 (1− µ2)− b2 (142)
=
(1 + µθM(b)
exp(ǫPn(0))
)−m−k
2
(1 − µ2)− b2 (143)
where: (139) follows from Markov’s inequality; (140) follows
from part (d) of Lemma 26; (141) follows from part (b) of
Lemma 26, the moment generating function of the chi-squared
distribution, and Lemma 27; (142) follows from the definition
of M(b); and (143) follows from the definition of t.
E. Proof of Lemma 23
To simplify notation we will write k instead of kn where
the dependence on n is implicit.
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Since Ψ1(b) and Ψ2(b) are non-increasing functions of
M(b), it is sufficient to show that the following limits hold:
lim
n→∞
sup
β∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣H(β, κ)− 1n log
(
k
⌈βk⌉
)(
n−k
⌈βk⌉
)∣∣∣∣ = 0 (144)
lim
n→∞
M(0) = 0 (145)
lim sup
n→∞
max
β∈[0,1]
(
P (β) snr−M(⌈βk⌉)
)
< 0. (146)
Then, it follows immediately that
x lim sup
n→∞
max
β∈[0,1]
(
ψi(β) +
1
n
log(Ψi(⌈βkn⌉)
)
< 0 (147)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, which proves the desired result.
To begin, note that (144) follows directly from a strong form
of Stirling’s approximation [50, Lemma 17.5.1].
Next, we consider the term M(0). For each problem of size
n, let {ni}i∈[n] be a permutation of [n] such that x2n1 ≤ x2n2 ≤
· · · ≤ x2nn . Starting with the definition of S˜, we can write
snr−1M(0) = min
S∈Sn
k
1
n
‖xSc‖2 (148)
=
1
n
n−k∑
i=1
x2ni (149)
=
∫ ∞
0
(n− k
n
− 1
n
n−k∑
i=1
1(x2ni ≤ u)
)
du (150)
=
∫ ∞
0
max
(
1−Gn(u)− kn , 0
)
du, (151)
where Gn(u) denotes the empirical distribution function of
{x2i }i∈[n], Thus, for any ǫ > 0,
snr−1M(0) =
∫ ǫ
0
max
(
1−Gn(u)− kn , 0
)
du
+
∫ ∞
ǫ
max
(
1−Gn(u)− kn , 0
)
du
≤ ǫ +max (1−Gn(ǫ)− kn , 0). (152)
By the weak convergence of Assumption S2, it follows that
the second term on the right hand side of (152) converges to
zero as n → ∞. Since epsilon is arbitrary, we conclude that
limn→∞M(0) = 0.
We now consider the final term M(b). Since
n snr−1M(b) = ‖x‖2 − max
S∈Bb
‖xS‖2
≥ ‖x‖2 − max
S∈Bb
(‖xS‖2 + ‖xSc∩S˜c‖2)
= ‖x‖2 − max
S∈Bb
‖xS∩S˜‖2 − ‖xS˜c‖2
= min
S∈Sn
k−b
‖xSc‖2 − n snr−1M(0),
it is sufficient to show that
lim sup
n→∞
max
β∈[0,1]
(
P (β) − Pn(β)
)
< 0. (153)
where Pn(β) = 1n minS∈Snk−b ‖xSc‖2.
Following the same steps we used for M(0), we have
Pn(β) =
∫ ∞
0
max
(
1−Gn(u)− k−⌈βk⌉n , 0
)
du.
Also, by definition
P (β) =
∫ ∞
0
max
(
1−G(u)− (1 − β)κ, 0)du (154)
where G(u) = Pr[X2 ≤ u]. Thus, for any ǫ > 0 we have
P (β)− Pn(β)
=
∫ ǫ
0
max
(
1−G(u)− (1− β)κ, 0)du + ∫ ∞
0
ϕn(u)du
≤ ǫ+
∫ ∞
0
max(ϕn(u), 0)du (155)
where
ϕn(u) =
[
max
(
1−G(u+ ǫ)− (1− β)κ, 0)
−max (1−Gn(u)− k−⌈βk⌉n , 0)]
To deal with the second term in (155), observe that
ϕn(u) ≤
∣∣(1− β)κ− k−⌈βk⌉n ∣∣+Gn(u)−G(u + ǫ). (156)
Thus, by the weak convergence of Assumption S2,
lim
n→∞
max
β∈[0,1]
max(ϕn(u), 0) = 0 (157)
for every u ∈ R. Since ϕn(u) is upper bounded by the
integrable function 1−G(u+ ǫ), it follows from the bounded
convergence theorem that the second term in (155) is equal to
zero. Since ǫ is arbitrary, this proves (153) and hence (146).
F. Proof of Lemma 27
The key to this proof is to consider the eigenvalues of the
matrix M = Π(AS˜)−Π(AS). Since M is symmetric, it can be
expressed as M = QΛQT where Q is an m×m orthonormal
matrix and Λ is a real valued diagonal matrix whose diagonal
entries obey λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λm. Letting W˜ = QTW, we
have
V 2
S˜
− V 2S = WTMWT =
m∑
i=1
λiW˜
2
i (158)
where W˜1, W˜2, · · · , W˜m are i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1), and thus
E[exp(µ2 [V
2
S˜
− V 2S ])] =
m∏
i=1
E[exp(µ2λiW˜
2
i )] (159)
=
m∏
i=1
(1 − µλi)−1/2. (160)
To characterize the eigenvalues, we now consider two cases.
If m ≥ 2k, then
rank(M) = rank
(
[I −Π(AS)]− [I −Π(AS˜)]
)
≤ rank(I −Π(AS)) + rank(I −Π(AS˜))
≤ 2k,
and so at least m − 2k eigenvalues are equal to zero. It can
be shown (see [51, p. 8]), that the remaining 2k singular
values are given by λi = sin θi and λm−i+1 = − sin θi for
i = 1, 2, · · · , k where π/2 ≥ θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θk ≥ 0
are known as the principal angles between the k-dimensional
subspaces R(AS) and R(AS˜) spanned by the columns of AS
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and AS˜ respectively. Since the number of principal angles that
are equal to zero is given by the dimension of the intersection
of the two subspaces, it follows that
|{i : θi = 0}| = dim
(R(AS) ∩R(AS˜))
≥ dim(R(AS∩S˜))
= k − b
where the last equality holds with probability one over the
distribution on A.
Returning to (160), we can now write
E[exp(µ2 [V
2
S˜
− V 2S ])] =
b∏
i=1
(1− µ2 sin2 θi)−1/2 (161)
≤ (1− µ2)−b/2 (162)
where (162) follows from the fact that 0 ≤ sin2 θi ≤ 1.
For the case m < 2k we use similar arguments. Since
rank(M) ≤ rank(Π(AS)) + rank(Π(AS˜))
≤ 2(m− k),
at least 2k − m eigenvalues of M are equal to zero. The
remaining 2(m − k) eigenvalues are given by λi = sin θi
and λm−i+1 = − sin θi for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m− k where the θi
are the principal angles between the m− k dimensional sub-
spaces N (AS) and N (AS˜) corresponding to the orthogonal
complements of R(AS) and R(AS˜) respectively. Thus, we
have
|{i : θi = 0}| = dim
(N (AS) ∩N (AS˜))
= m− dim(R(AS) +R(AS˜))
≥ max (0,m− 2k + dim(R(AS∩S˜)))
= max
(
0,m− k − b)
where the last equality holds with probability one over the
distribution on A. Therefore, there are at most b nonzero
principle angles. Following the same steps used in the previous
case, leads again to the upper bound (162). This concludes the
proof of Lemma 27.
APPENDIX B
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3, 4, 5, AND 8
Each of these proofs follows a similar outline. First, we
establish convergence of the empirical joint distribution on
the entries in x and the vector estimate Xˆ generated in the
first stage recovery (see Fig 2). Then, we show that this
convergence characterizes the limiting distortion with respect
to the relaxed sparsity pattern recovery task described in
Section V-A.
In these proofs, we use the superscripts prob→ and dist→ to de-
note convergence in probability and distribution, respectively.
A. From Convergence in Distribution to Relaxed Recovery
For each problem of size n, let Xˆ denote the estimate of
the unknown vector x generated in the first stage of sparsity
pattern recovery and let Fn(x, xˆ) denote the cumulative dis-
tribution function (CDF) of the empirical joint distribution on
the entries in (x, Xˆ), i.e.
Fn(x, xˆ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
(
xi ≤ x, Xˆi ≤ xˆ
)
. (163)
Note that Fn(x, xˆ) is a random function due to the randomness
in Xˆ. Also, let F (x, z) denote the CDF of the random pair
(X,Z) given in Definition 4, i.e.
F (x, z) = Pr[X ≤ x, Z ≤ z] (164)
According to standard terminology, Fn(x, xˆ) converges
weakly in probability to the limit F (x, z) if
lim
n→∞
Pr
[∣∣Fn(x, z)− F (x, z)∣∣ > ǫ] = 0 (165)
for any fixed ǫ > 0 and (x, z) ∈ R2 such that (x, z) are
continuity points of F (x, z). Since Z is a continuous random
variable, the last constraint simplifies to all (x, z) ∈ R2 such
that pX({x}) = 0.
Lemma 28. If Fn(x, xˆ) convergence weakly in probability to
a limit F (x, z) characterized by a distribution pX and noise
power σ2 > 0, then the distortion between the sparsity pattern
estimate Sˆ generated in the second stage of recovery and the
set S˜ described in Section V-A obeys
lim
n→∞
d(S˜, Sˆ)
prob
= Dawgn(σ
2; pX) (166)
where Dawgn(σ2; pX) is given by (30).
Proof: For each problem of size n, define
U˜ = {i ∈ [n] : |xi| > δ} and Uˆ = {i ∈ [n] : |Xˆi| > t},
where δ > 0 satisfies Pr[|X | = δ] = 0 and t is the unique
solution to Pr[|Z| ≥ t] = κ. Note that t corresponds to the
minimizer of the right hand side of (30).
By the triangle inequality, we have∣∣d(S˜, Sˆ)− d(U˜ , Uˆ)∣∣ ≤ d(S˜, U˜) + d(Uˆ , Sˆ) (167)
Furthermore, by the weak convergence of Fn(x, xˆ) to F (x, z)
and the definitions of S˜ and Sˆ, it can be shown that,
lim
n→∞
d(S˜, U˜) = Pr[|X | ≤ δ|X 6= 0] (168)
lim
n→∞
d(U˜ , Uˆ)
prob
= Pr[|X | ≤ δ | |Z| > t] (169)
lim
n→∞
d(Uˆ , Sˆ)
prob
= 0, (170)
where (169) and (170) follow from the definition of t.
By the assumptions on pX and the definition of
Dawgn(σ
2; pX), there exists, for any ǫ > 0, a δ > 0 such
that Pr[|X | = δ] = 0 and
Pr[|X | ≤ δ|X 6= 0] ≤ ǫ (171)∣∣Pr[|X | ≤ δ | |Z| > t]−Dawgn(σ2; pX)∣∣ ≤ ǫ. (172)
Hence, we have shown that
lim
n→∞Pr
[∣∣d(S˜, Sˆ)−Dawgn(σ2; pX)∣∣ > ǫ′] = 0 (173)
for any ǫ′ > 0 which completes the proof.
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B. Proof of Theorem 3
In this section, we prove convergence of the empirical CDF
Fn(x, xˆ) corresponding to the MF estimate. Theorem 3 then
follows immediately from Lemmas 18 and 28.
The crucial step in this proof is the following result which
characterizes the limiting joint distribution of a randomly cho-
sen subset of the entries in (x, Xˆ(MF)). Due to the simplicity
of the MF estimate, we are able to prove this convergence
generally for any i.i.d. distribution on the entries of the
measurement matrix A.
Lemma 29. Let L be a fixed integer. For each problem of
size n ≥ L, let L be distributed uniformly over all subsets
of [n] of size L. Then, under Assumptions S2-S3 and M1-M4,
the joint distribution on {(xℓ, Xˆ(MF)ℓ )}ℓ∈L converges weakly
to the joint distribution on L independent copies of the random
pair (X,Z) given in Definition 4 where σ2 is given by
σ2 =
snr−1 + 1
ρ
. (174)
Proof: To gain intuition, observe that the entries in the
MF estimate indexed by L can be decomposed as follows:
Xˆ
(MF)
L =
(
n
m
)
ATLALxL +
(
n
m
)
ATL
(
ALcxLc + 1√snrW
)
.
(175)
By the law of large numbers, it is straightforward to show
that the first term on the right hand side of (175) converges in
distribution to random vector X whose entires are i.i.d. copies
of X . Also, by the central limit theorem, it is straightforward
to show that the second term converges in distribution to a
vector whose entries are i.i.d. N (0, σ2). However, since the
terms in (175) are not mutually independent, these arguments
are, by themselves, insufficient to prove Lemma 29.
To proceed, we will introduce an additional term that
allows us to decompose Xˆ(MF)L into independent components.
Specifically, for each problem of size n, let A˜ be an m × L
random matrix whose columns are independent copies of the
columns of A and define the random vectors
U =
[(
n
m
)
ATL
(
AL − A˜
)− IL×L]xL (176)
V =
(
n
m
)
ATL
(
A˜xL +ALcxLc + snr−1/2W
)
. (177)
Then, we can write
Xˆ
(MF)
L = xL +U+V (178)
where the vectors xL and V are independent.
From here, the proof is straightforward. If the following
limits hold,
lim
n→∞xL
dist
= X (179)
lim
n→∞
U
prob
= 0L×1 (180)
lim
n→∞
V
dist
= N (0, σ2IL×L), (181)
then the desired convergence follows immediately from Slut-
sky’s theorem.
The limit (179) follows from Assumption S2, and the fact
that L is finite. To prove (180), observe that by Assumptions
M1-M4 and the weak law of large numbers, ATLAL →
(m/n)IL×L and ATLA˜L → 0L×L in probability as n → ∞.
Combining these facts with (179) shows that U converges to
0L×1 in distribution, and thus also in probability.
Finally, to prove (181), observe that V =∑mi=1 Vi where
Vi =
(
n
m
)
(ATL)i
(
A˜xL +ALcxLc + snr−1/2W
)
i
(182)
and (ATL)i denotes the i’th column of the L×m matrix ATL.
Since the entries in A, A˜, and W are mutually independent, it
can be verified that the vectors {Vi}i∈[m] are i.i.d. with mean
zero and covariance
E[ViV
T
i ] =
( n
m2
)( 1
n
‖x‖2 + snr−1
)
IL×L. (183)
Therefore, the limit (181) follows from the multivariate central
limit theorem and Assumption S3.
With Lemma 29 in hand, we can now prove convergence
of the empirical CDF Fn(x, xˆ) directly from Chebyshev’s
inequality.
Lemma 30. Under Assumptions S2-S3 and M1-M4, the empir-
cal CDF Fn(x, xˆ) corresponding to the MF estimate converges
weakly in probability to a limit F (x, z) with noise power σ2
given by (174).
Proof: Beginning with Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
Pr
[∣∣Fn(x, xˆ)− F (x, xˆ)∣∣ > ǫ]
≤ ǫ−2 E[∣∣Fn(x, xˆ)− F (x, xˆ)∣∣2]
= ǫ−2
∣∣E[F 2n(x, xˆ)]− F 2(x, xˆ)∣∣
− ǫ−22∣∣E[Fn(x, xˆ)]− F (x, xˆ)∣∣ (184)
for any ǫ > 0. By the linearity of expectation, we can write
E[Fn(x, xˆ)] = Pr[xℓ1 ≤ x, Xˆℓ1 ≤ xˆ] (185)
E[F 2n(x, xˆ)] =
n−1
n Pr[xℓ1 ≤ x, Xˆℓ1 ≤ xˆ, xℓ2 ≤ x, Xˆℓ2 ≤ xˆ]
+ 1n Pr[xℓ1 ≤ x, Xˆℓ1 ≤ xˆ] (186)
where ℓ1 and ℓ2 are drawn uniformly at random without
replacement from [n]. Hence, by Lemma 29, it follows that
lim
n→∞
E[Fn(x, xˆ)] = F (x, xˆ)
lim
n→∞E[F
2
n(x, xˆ)] = F
2(x, xˆ).
Therefore, both terms on the right hand side of (184) converge
to zero as n→∞, thus completing the proof.
C. Proof of Theorem 4
For this proof, we use the well known fact (see e.g. [52])
that matrix inversion can be performed using iterative methods.
Specifically, for a fixed tuple (y, A, snr), let γ be the unique
positive solution to quadratic equation
snr = γ
(m
n
− 1
1 + γ
)
, (187)
and consider the AMP algorithm with η(z, σ2) = z/(1+γ). If
the sequences {xt}t≥1 and {ut}t≥1 converge to a fixed point
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(x∞,u∞), then it can be verified by checking the update equa-
tion (34) and (35) that x∞ = x(LMMSE), ATu∞ = γx(LMMSE),
and thus
x(AMP) = (1 + γ)x(LMMSE). (188)
Therefore, the LMMSE estimate can be computed using the
appropriate linear version of AMP, provided that the AMP
algorithm converges.
We now use the analysis of Bayati and Montanari to char-
acterize the limiting behavior of the AMP estimate. For each
problem of size n let Xˆ(AMP) denote the output of the AMP
algorithm corresponding to the function η(z, σ2) = z/(1+γn)
where γn is the unique positive solution to (187). Then, under
Assumptions S2-S3 and M1-M5, it follows from part (b)
of [26, Lemma 1] that the empirical CDF corresponding to
Xˆ(AMP) converges weakly almost surely to a limit F (x, z) with
a noise power σ2∞ that is the unique solution to the quadratic
equation
ρ =
1
σ2∞ snr
+
1
1 + σ2∞
. (189)
Since the LMMSE estimate is proportional to the AMP
estimate, this result, along with Lemmas 18 and 28, completes
the proof of Theorem 4.
D. Proof of Theorem 5
To begin, consider a modified version of the AMP algorithm
in which the sequence of noise power estimates {σˆ2t }t≥1 is
replaced with the sequence of noise powers {σ2t }t≥1 defined
by the state evolution recursion (41). (Note that this modified
algorithm depends explicitly on the distribution pX .) For each
problem of size n, let
Xˆt = ATUt +Xt (190)
denote the modified AMP estimate at iteration t. Then, under
Assumptions S2-S3 and M1-M5, it follows from part (b) of
[26, Lemma 1] that the empirical CDF corresponding to Xˆt
converges weakly almost surely to a limit F (x, z) with noise
power σ2t .
Moreover, by part (c) of [26, Lemma 1] it can be shown that,
under the same assumptions, the residuals Ut corresponding
to the modified AMP algorithm obey
lim
n→∞
1
n‖Ut(n)‖2 = σ2t (191)
almost surely. Thus, by the continuity of η(z, σ2) with respect
to σ2, it follows that the AMP algorithm using the empirical
estimates σˆ2t has the same limiting behavior as the modified
AMP algorithm.
By the above arguments, the empirical CDF Fn(x, xˆ) corre-
sponding to the AMP estimate (39) converges weakly almost
surely, and hence also in probability, to a limit F (x, z) with
noise power σ2∞ given in (42). Combining this result with
Lemmas 18 and 28 completes the proof of Theorem 5.
E. Proof of Theorem 8
This proof follows along the same lines as the proof of
Theorem 3. The key step is the following result which is
analogous to Lemma 29 except that it also requires the replica
analysis assumptions. This result is stated as Claim 3 in
[23], and its proof follows directly from the analysis in [20,
Section IV-B].
Lemma 31. Assume that the replica analysis assumptions
hold. Let L be a fixed integer. For each problem of size
n ≥ L, let L be distributed uniformly over all subsets of [n] of
size L. Then, under Assumptions S2-S3 and M1-M4, the joint
distribution on {(xℓ, Xˆ(MMSE)ℓ )}ℓ∈L converges weakly to the
joint distribution on L independent copies of the random pair
(X,Z) given in Definition 4 where σ2 is given by the noise
power τ∗ defined in (53).
From here, the rest of the proofs follows immediately from
Chebyshev’s inequality (see Lemma 30).
APPENDIX C
SCALING BEHAVIOR
This appendix provides additional analysis of the sampling
rate-distortion bounds presented in Section III.
A. Behavior of the ML Upper Bound
This section studies the scaling behavior of the upper bound
ρ(ML-UB) given in Theorem 1. For notational simplicity, we
will use the notation Λ(D), P (D) and H(D) where the
dependence on snr and pX is implicit. Recall that the upper
bound is given by
ρ(ML-UB) = κ+ max
D˜∈[D,1]
Λ(D).
We first consider the behavior as D → 0. Note that the
function Λ(D) is finite for all D > 0 but grows without bound
as D → 0, and hence
lim
D→0
P (D)
H(D) maxD˜∈[D,1]Λ(D˜) = limD→0
P (D)
H(D)Λ(D). (192)
Starting with the definition of Λ(D) given in (21), it is
straightforward to show that
lim
D→0
P (D)
H(D)Λ(D) =
2
snr
lim
D→0
λ(D) (193)
where
λ(D) = min
θ,µ∈(0,1)
max
{ 4
(1−θ)2 ,
1
µθ
− Dκ log(1−µ
2)
2µθH(D)
}
.
(194)
Using the fact that D/H(D)→ 0 as D → 0 gives
lim
D→0
λ(D) = min
θ∈(0,1)
max
{ 4
(1− θ)2 ,
1
θ
}
=
1
3−√8 ,
and putting everything together gives
lim
D→0
P (D)
H(D)
[
ρ(ML-UB) − κ
]
=
(
2
3−√8
)
1
snr
.
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We next consider the behavior as a function of the SNR.
For any D > 0 it is easy to verify that Λ(D)→ 0 as snr →∞
and hence the infinite SNR limit is given by
lim
snr→∞
ρ(ML-UB) = κ. (195)
To characterize the rate at which the upper bound approaches
this limit, let D > 0 be fixed and observe that
lim
snr→∞
log(snr)
[
ρ(ML-UB) − κ]
= lim
snr→∞
log(snr) max
D˜∈[D,1]
Λ(D˜)
= max
D˜∈[D,1]
2H(D˜) (196)
= 2Hb(κ) (197)
where (196) follows from the fact that P (D; pX) is strictly
positive for any D > 0.
Alternatively, with a bit of work it can be shown that the
low SNR behavior is given by
lim
snr→0
snr
[
ρ(ML-UB) − κ]
= lim
snr→0
snr max
D˜∈[D,1]
Λ(D˜)
= max
D˜∈[D,1]
H(D˜)
P (D˜)
2λ(D˜), (198)
where λ(D) is given by (194). Note that this limit is strictly
positive for any D > 0.
Combining (197) and (198) shows that there exists, for each
fixed pair (D, pX), a constant C such that
ρ(ML-UB) ≤ κ+ C
log(1 + snr)
(199)
for all snr.
Lastly, we consider the tradeoff between the distortion D
and the SNR. For a given tuple (ρ, snr, pX), let D(ML-UB)
denote the infimum over all distortions D ≥ 0 such that
ρ(ML-UB) ≤ ρ. If ρ > κ, then the analysis given above shows
that D(ML-UB) → 0 as snr → ∞. Since Λ(D) is finite for all
D > 0 but grows without bound as D → 0, this means that
the following limit must be satisfied:
lim
snr→∞
Λ(D(ML-UB)) = ρ− κ. (200)
Starting with the definition of Λ(D) given in (21), it is
straightforward to show that (200) is satisfied if and only if
lim
snr→∞
snr
P (D(ML-UB))
H(D(ML-UB)) =
(
2
3−√8
)
1
ρ− κ. (201)
B. Behavior of the MMSE Noise Power
This section studies the behavior of the effective noise
power τ∗ defined in Theorem 8. Since there is a one-to-one
correspondence between τ∗ and the resulting distortion D, the
results in this section immediately extend to the behavior of
the distortion.
Starting with the definition in (53), this noise power can be
expressed as
τ∗ = argmin
τ>0
Γ(τ)
where
Γ(τ) = ρ log(τ) +
1
τ snr
+ 2I(X ;X +
√
τW ).
For any fixed tuple (ρ, snr, pX), the function Γ(τ) grows
without bound as either τ → 0 or τ → ∞. Therefore, the
minimizer τ∗ must be a solution to Γ′(τ∗, snr) = 0 where
Γ′(·, ·) denotes the derivative of Γ(·, ·) with respect to the first
argument. Using the following result of Guo et al. [53]:
d
dγ
2I(X ;X +
√
1/γW ) = mmse(1/γ; pX), (202)
it is straightforward to show that the condition Γ′(τ∗, snr) = 0
is equivalent to
ρ τ∗ =
1
snr
+ mmse(τ∗; pX). (203)
Note that (203) may have additional fixed point solutions
(other than τ∗) corresponding to local minima or maxima of
the function Γ(τ).
We first consider the behavior as ρ→∞. By the optimality
of the MMSE estimate (with respect to mean square error)
the noise power τ∗ is a non-increasing function ρ, and thus
mmse(τ∗, pX) is a non-increasing function of ρ. Combining
this fact with (203) shows that τ∗ → 0 as ρ → ∞. Since
mmse(τ, pX)→ 0 as τ → 0, we obtain the limit
lim
ρ→∞
ρ τ∗ =
1
snr
. (204)
We next consider the behavior as snr →∞. If τ is a fixed
constant, independent of snr, then Γ(τ) converges to a finite
constant. However, if τ = τ(snr) scales with snr in such a
way that τ(snr)→ 0 then
lim
snr→∞
1
log τ(snr)
[
Γ(τ(snr))− 1
τ(snr) snr
]
= lim
snr→∞
1
log τ(snr)
[
ρ log τ(snr) + I
(
X ;X +
√
1
snrW
)]
= ρ− lim
ǫ→0
2I(X ;X +
√
ǫW )
log(1/ǫ)
= ρ− lim
ǫ→0
mmse(ǫ; pX)
ǫ
(205)
where (205) follows form L’Hopital’s rule and (202).
We consider two cases. If the right hand side of (205) is
strictly positive, then there exists a scaling τ(snr) such that
Γ(τ(snr)) decreases without bound. Since Γ(τ) is finite for
fixed τ and grows without bound as τ → ∞, this means
that τ∗ → 0 as snr → ∞. Conversely, if the right hand side
of (205) is strictly negative, then Γ(τ(snr)) increases without
bound for any scaling where τ(snr)→ 0. This means that τ∗
is bounded away from zero for all snr.
Combining these cases, we can conclude that the stability
threshold ̺(MMSE) of the MMSE estimator is given by
̺(MMSE) = lim
ǫ→0
mmse(ǫ; pX)
ǫ
. (206)
To characterize the rate at which τ∗ decreases as snr →∞,
we rearrange (203) to obtain
snr τ∗ =
[
ρ− mmse(τ
∗; pX)
τ∗
]−1
. (207)
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If ρ > ̺(MMSE), then τ∗ → 0 as snr → ∞. Hence, by (207)
and the definition of ̺(MMSE), we obtain the limit
lim
snr→∞
snr τ∗ =
1
ρ− ̺(MMSE) . (208)
C. Proof of Proposition 13
Using the bound Hb(p) ≤ p log(1/p) + p we obtain
H(D;κ) ≤ 2κD[log(1/D) + 1 + log(1−κκ )]. (209)
Using the definition of P (D; pX) and the fact that X is lower
bounded, we obtain
P (D; pX) =
∫ ∞
0
(
Pr[X2 ≥ u]− (1−D)κ))
+
du
≥
∫ ∞
0
(
κ1(u < B2)− (1−D)κ))
+
du
= κDB2. (210)
Combining (209) and (210) completes the proof of (76).
The bound (77) follows immediately from the upper bound
Dawgn(σ
2; pX)
= min
t≥0
max
(
Pr[|X + σW | ≤ t], 1−κκ Pr[|σW | > t]
)
≤ min
t≥0
max
(
Pr[|B + σW | ≤ t], 1−κκ Pr[|σW | > t]
)
≤ max
(
Pr[|B + σW | ≤ B2 ], 1−κκ Pr[|σW | > B2 ]
)
≤ ( 1−κκ )Pr[|σW | > B2 ] (211)
≤ ( 1−κκ ) exp (− B28 σ2 ) (212)
where (211) follows from the triangle inequality and (212)
follows from the well known upper bound (see e.g. [54])
Pr[|W | > t] ≤ exp(−t2/2).
D. Proof of Proposition 14
For this proof, it is convenient to define the quantile function
ξ(D) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Pr[|X |2 ≤ t|X 6= 0] ≥ D},
and note that
lim
D→0
ξ(D)
D2/L
= τ−2/L. (213)
We first consider (78). Using the bounds p log(1/p) ≤
Hb(p) ≤ p log(1/p) + p, we obtain
lim
D→0
H(D;κ)
D log(1/D)
= 2κ. (214)
Next, starting from the definition of P (D; pX) and using a
change of variables leads to the expression
P (D; pX) = κD
∫ 1
0
ξ(βD)dβ.
Thus, we can write
lim
D→0
P (D; pX)
D1+2/L
= κ
∫ 1
0
lim
D→0
ξ(βD)
D2/L
dβ
= κ τ−2/L
∫ 1
0
β2/Ldβ
=
κ τ−2/L
1 + 2/L
(215)
where swapping the limit and the integral is justified by the
fact that ξ(D) is continuous and monotonically increasing.
Combining (214) and (215) completes the proof of (78).
We next consider (79). Let wD be the unique solution to
Pr[|W | > wD] = κD/(1− κ). Using standard bounds on the
cumulative distribution function of the Gaussian distribution
(see e.g. [54]) it can be verified that
lim
D→0
w2D
log(1/D)
= 2. (216)
Therefore, by (213) and (216), the limit (79) follows immedi-
ately if we can show that
lim
D→0
(ξ(D)
w2D
)−1
σ2awgn(D; pX) = 1. (217)
To proceed, define the probabilities
p1(θ) = Pr
[∣∣ X√
ξ(D)
+ WwD
∣∣ ≤ θ|X 6= 0]
p2(θ) =
(
1−κ
κ
)
Pr[| WwD | > θ].
and note that
Dawgn
( ξ(D)
w2
D
; pX
)
= inf
θ∈R
max
(
p1(θ), p2(θ)
)
. (218)
By a change of variables, we can write
p1(1) = D
∫ ∞
0
1(β ≤ 1D ) Pr
[∣∣√ ξ(βD)
ξ(D) +
W
wD
∣∣ ≤ 1]dβ.
Using (213) and the fact that ξ(D) is a strictly decreasing
function when D is small, it can be shown that the integrand
of the above expression converges pointwise to 1(β ≤ 1) and
hence
lim
D→0
D−1p1(1) = 1. (219)
Since p1(θ) is a strictly increasing function of θ and p2(θ)
is a strictly decreasing function of θ with p2(1) = D, it thus
follows that
lim
D→0
D−1Dawgn
( ξ(D)
w2
D
; pX
)
= 1.
Since Dawgn(σ2; pX) is a strictly increasing function of σ2,
this proves the limit (217), and thus completes the proof of
(79).
APPENDIX D
PROPERTIES OF SOFT THRESHOLDING
This Appendix reviews several useful properties of the
soft-thresholding noise sensitivity M(σ2, α, pX) introduced in
Section III-C.
To begin, observe that the noise sensitivity defined in (49)
can be expressed as
M(σ2, α, pX) =
E
[|η(ST)(X + σW, σ2;α)−X |2]
σ2
(220)
= E[µ(X/σ, α)] (221)
where µ(z, α) is given by
µ(z, α) = E
[|η(ST)(z +W, 1;α)− z|2]. (222)
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With a bit of calculus, it can then be verified that
µ(z, α) = z2
[
1− Φ(−α+ z)− Φ(−α− z)]
+ (1 + α2)
[
Φ(−α+ z) + Φ(−α− z)]
− (α+ z)φ(α− z)− (α− z)φ(α + z), (223)
where φ(x) = (2π)−1/2e−x2/2 and Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞ φ(t)dt.
If we let X˜ be distributed according to the nonzero part of
pX , then we obtain the general expression
M(σ2, α, pX) = (1 − κ)µ(0, α) + κE[µ( 1σ X˜, α)]. (224)
A. Infinite SNR Limit
The infinite SNR limit of the AMP-ST bound corresponds
the limit of M(σ2, α, pX) as the noise power σ2 tends to zero.
A simple exercise shows that
lim
σ2→0
E[µ( 1σ X˜, α)] = (1 + α
2) (225)
for any random variable X˜ with Pr[X˜ = 0] = 0. Therefore,
for any distribution pX ∈ P(κ), we obtain the general limit
lim
σ2→0
M(σ2, α, pX) =M0(α, κ) (226)
where
M0(α, κ)
= κ(1 + α2) + (1− κ)2[(1 + α2)Φ(−α)− αφ(α)]. (227)
Minimizing M0(α, κ) as a function of α recovers the ℓ1/ℓ0
equivalence threshold of Donoho and Tanner [47].
B. Universal Bounds
In [55], it is shown that, over the class of distributions
P(κ), the noise sensitivity is maximized at a “three-point”
distribution that places all of its nonzero mass at ±1/√κ.
Combining this result with (224) leads to the uniform upper
bound
sup
pX∈P(κ)
M(σ2, α, pX) =M∗(σ2, α, κ) (228)
where
M∗(σ2, α, κ) = (1− κ)µ(0, α) + κµ( 1
σ
√
κ
, α). (229)
Using (228) it is now possible extend the bound given in
Theorem 7 to a given class of distributions PX ⊂ P(κ).
Specifically, we can conclude that a distortion D is achievable
for a tuple (ρ,PX , snr) if
ρ >
1
σ2 snr
+M∗(σ2, α, κ) (230)
where
σ2 = min
pX∈PX
σ2awgn(D; pX). (231)
We note that the bounds (230) and (231) can be used to
find a value of soft-thresholding parameter α that works well
uniformly over the class PX . However, since these universal
bounds are not tight, we cannot conclude that the resulting
value of α is minimax optimal.
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